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MINUTES 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING MINUTES: May 3, 2000 
http://www.cwu.edu/-fsenate 
Presiding Officer: Linda S. Beath 
Recording Secretary: Nancy Bradshaw 
Meeting was called to order at 3:10p.m. 
ROLLCALL: 
Senators: 
Visitors: 
All Senators or their alternates were present except Alsoszatai-Petheo, Cocheba, DeVietti, Nethery, 
Olivero, Scott Roberts, Stacy, and Thyfault. 
Tiffany Barr, Toni Culjak, David Dauwalder, Susan Donahoe, Barney Erickson, Susan Lonborg, Mark 
Lundgren, Richard Mack, Patrick McCutcheon, Barbara Radke, Summer Russell and Bill Vertrees. 
CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA: MOTION NO. 00·30 (Passed) Chair Beath moved approval of the 
agenda as changed: Take 10 minutes from Senate Concerns and add it New Business. 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES: The minutes of the April 5, 2000, Faculty Senate meeting were approved as distributed. 
COMMUNICATIONS: (Available for viewing in the Senate Office or distribution on request) 
Memo from Tracy Schwindt, Associate Registrar: Commencement and Honors Convocation Participation 
Memo from Jessica Lee, Undergraduate Research: Source 2000 
REPORTS: 
A. ACTION ITEMS: 
Faculty Senate Code Committee 
Motion No. 00-31 (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 2.1 O.A.1 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and 
Procedure attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31A (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 4.67 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 B (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Deletion of section 5.35 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 C (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "The substitution of section 5.40 in place of 5.35 of the Faculty Code of Personnel 
Policy and Procedure attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 D (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a· 
motion that after discussion was approved: "Changes to section 7.30.D.4 of the Faculty Code of Personnel 
Policy and Procedure attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00·31 E (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that after debate and amendment was approved: "Changes to sections 9.20.B, 9.25.B, and 9.30 of the 
Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 F (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 3.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
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Motion No. 00-31 G (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 6.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 H (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 11.30 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-311 (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 14.40 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31J (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that after discussion was approved: "Changes to section 8.65.C of the Faculty Code of Personnel 
Policy and Procedure attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 K (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 5.25 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 L (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 8.66.C of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 M (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that after discussion was approved: "Addition of section 7.32 of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy 
and Procedure attached in Exhibit A." 
Motion No. 00-31 N (Passed): Beverly Heckart, on behalf of the Faculty Senate Code Committee, made a 
motion that was approved: "Changes to section 9.92.H of the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and Procedure 
attached in Exhibit A." 
B. DISCUSSION ITEMS: 
1. Human Subjects Policy Taskforce: Susan Lonborg presented a report regarding the President Norton's 
newly created Human Subjects Taskforce. The committee is charged with specifically reviewing the 
university's policies and procedures regarding the conduct of research with human subjects by: 1. developing 
a needs assessment survey for faculty and students conducting human subject research activities; 2. meet 
with appropriate departments to discuss areas of concern; 3. propose revisions in the university policies and 
procedures manual regarding the review of human subjects research; and 4. review the functions and 
structure of the current Human Subjects Committee to see whether modifications in that group are necessary. 
The intended outcome of the taskforce is that the institution is able to demonstrate compliance with federal 
regulations and that faculty and students engaging in this type of research can do their work more effectively 
while ensuring the protection of human subjects. 
2. Wildcatlife.com: Tiffany Barr, ASCWU Vice President for Equity and Community Service, presented a report 
regarding Wildcatlife.com. She explained that Wildcatlife.com will be a universal calendar of university events 
on the Web. This Web sight will be the most current and comprehensive source of information for student life. 
The ASCWU hopes that the outcome of creating a universal calendar will increase student involvement in 
campus activities. 
3. CHAIR: Announcements: 1.) The Faculty Senate Executive Committee has received several requests to 
consider term limits for Faculty Senate Standing Committees. This issue will be on the May 17 Faculty Senate 
Agenda. 2. The Faculty Senate has received a State of Washington Senate Resolution 2000-8774 that was 
given to Professor James Nimnicht honoring him for receiving the CASE Professor of the Year award for the 
State of Washington. 3. Chair Beath encouraged all faculty to participate in Commencement and Honors 
Convocation. 4. Chair Beath announced that she has received a memo from the United Faculty of Central 
regarding the unearthing of a $20 million surplus in the Central Washington University budget. She sent a 
request asking Joe Antonich, Director of Financial Services, where this money is in the budget. He responded 
with the document attached as Exhibit B. 
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Chair Beath reported that she had recently conducted a "data party" for the purpose of compiling data from 
various units of the university to assist in providing the Senators with a means of understanding the institution 
and also issues relating to faculty. Participants included David Dauwalder, ProvosWice President for 
Academic Affairs, Lad Holden, Assistant Professor of Industrial Engineering Technology, member of Council of 
Faculty Representatives and Summer Session Committee, Mark Lundgren, Director of Institutional Studies and 
Libby Street, Special Assistant to the President. Chair Beath distributed and reviewed the following data 
resulting from this meeting: Central Washington University Office of Institutional Studies Academic Profiles, 
Expenditures from Ledger One Budget Across OFM Functions of University, Central Washington University 
1999 IPEDS Faculty Salary Survey-- All Full-Time Faculty, Central Washington University Ledger 1 Allocation 
by Executive Level, Central Washington University Office of Institutional Studies Briefing Paper 2000-01 HECB 
Faculty Salary Peer Data for Comprehensive Universities, and Central Washington University Office of 
Institutional Studies Briefing Paper 2000-02 CUPA Faculty Salary Benchmarks. 
4. Update on Proposed Super SUB: Bill Vertrees, Director of Facilities Management, presented an update on 
the proposed Super Sub attached as Exhibit C. 
5. CHAIR ELECT: Chair Elect Nelson reported that he will be visiting all Senators serving in 2000-01 before fall 
quarter. 
6. PRESIDENT: President Norton expressed his appreciation for the work of the budget advisory committee. He 
explained that the process illustrates the possibility of the university being more in control of its functions rather 
than relying solely on activities in the legislature. The process also revealed that there are still some 
challenges remaining. He recommended enlisting the assistance of an outside consultant in improving 
administrative procedures. He further observed that the institution can probably also improve on its academic 
procedures. 
President Norton invited Senators to attend the CWU Wall of Honor dedication on Friday, May 12 at 1:00 p.m., 
third floor, Barge Hall. The Wall of Honor is an acknowledgment of past Distinguished Professors and 
Outstanding Employees of the Year. 
President Norton informed Senators that invitations are being sent to the campus community for a reception 
recognizing grant seekers scheduled for May 11 . 
7. SENATE CONCERNS: Senator Lewis informed Senators that the Department of Art's annual student show is 
open in the Spurgeon Gallery. A middle of the show reception will be held Friday, May 5 at 7:00p.m. 
8. STUDENT REPORT: Senator Kilen presented an update on the proposed Faculty Evaluation Web-page. He 
reported that after receiving input from faculty and students, the faculty evaluation has evolved into a course 
evaluation instead with a place for a faculty name and asks the question "Would you recommend this course 
being taught by this faculty member?" Senators expressed approval of this change. 
Senator Kilen also reported that he has been working, in conjunction with the four academic deans, in creating 
a Student Academic Council. The purpose of the council would be to review academic policies and programs 
brought forth by the ASCWU Vice President for Academic Affairs and make recommendations on those 
policies to the VP for Academic Affairs and the ASCWU Board of Directors. Membership would include student 
representatives from the following: two from the College of Arts and Humanities, two from the College of the 
Sciences, two from the College of Education and Professional Studies, two from the School of Business and 
Economics, two from Graduate Studies and Research, two from University Centers and the ASCWU Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. Senator Kilen informed Senators that faculty should be receiving material 
requesting student nominations for membership on the committee. 
Senator Kilen informed Senators that the ASCWU is purchasing their own web-site at <www.ascwu.com>. 
9. FACULTY SENATE STANDING COMMITTEE REPORTS: 
ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: Susan Donahoe, Chair of the Academic Affairs Committee, 
presented a report on the proposed scheduling format attached as Exhibit D. 
BUDGET COMMITTEE: No report. 
CODE COMMITTEE: No report. 
CURRICULUM COMMITTEE: Toni Culjak, Chair of the Curriculum Committee, reported the deletion of 
two academic programs : MA English, Teaching Option and MA English Language Learning. 
PERSONNEL COMMITTEE: No report. 
PUBLIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE: No report. Senator Schaeffer made a request to have the Public Affairs 
Committee address the issue of honoraria next year. Senator Gamon will also discuss this issue with the 
Council of Faculty Representatives that includes all the state baccalaureates. 
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NEW BUSINESS: 
Motion No. 00-32 (Failed) Senator Uebelacker proposed a motion that after debate and amendment failed: "That 
section 7 .20.B.1.a.(4) of the Faculty Code be waived for the Summer of 2000 as provided for in section 15.40 of the 
Faculty Code. In place of section 7.20 we recommend that the payment be within the limits of the amount the student 
pays for the credits (for thesis and individual study) with the following distribution: The standard amount be taken off 
the top for the overhead and the rest be distributed to the faculty. In the case of thesis credits, this would be 
determined by the school/college and department, as to the distribution between chair and committee members." 
OLD BUSINESS: No old business. 
ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at 5:10p.m. 
***NEXT REGULAR FACUL TV SENATE MEETING: May 17, 2000'*'** 
BARGE412 
Exhibit A 
2.10 A. 1 . 
Who teach, coach, 981'\'8 es ethl8tie diFeetor, supervise, research, or engage in similar academic endeavors in 
which students receive credit or academic benefit and who hold one (1) of the following academic ranks: 
professor, associate professor or assistant professor, or wh6 hold 6Re-ef the following professional designations-; 
lecturer or coach.:. or etlctletie direetor; 
4.67 Coaches, Athletie Direetor - Rights, Privileges, Limitations 
Except as otherwise provided in this Code, coaches end ethletie direetors have the following rights and privileges, and are 
subject to the following limitations: 
A. Individuals appointed to the position of coach or etl'\letie diFOetor may be granted the academic rank for
which they qualify according to Section 4.30. If, however, a coach or athletic director is granted academic
rank and holds tenured or tenure-track status as a faculty member, subsequent salary adjustments are
governed by the conditions of the approved faculty salary schedule in regard to rank and salary.
However, such individuals shall not be granted tenure as coaches;
B. A coach or etl'lletie diFOetor is appointed for a term of service not to exceed one (1) year at a time and may
be subsequently reappointed for an additional term or terms of service. Such individuals may be appointed
to either full- or part-time positions;
C. A coach or ethletie direetor shall have all rights, privileges, responsibilities and obligations as provided for
in this Code for faculty as defined in Section 2.10 unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of this
Code;
D Written notice by the president or his designee not to renew any coaching or ethletie direetor appointment
shall be given no later than three (3) months prior to the expiration of the appointment.
Rationale: This proposed elimination reflects an evolution in the position of athletic director over the last several years. 
The current position announcement for an athletic director does not designate that position as faculty. Thus, the Code 
Committee recommends the removal of the athletic director from this section with the sanction of the Office for Student 
Affairs. 
5.35 Notiee of Termination by Feeulty Member 
A. {Move to 5.40 A} Feeulty members, defined ii, Seetioi, 2. 10 A.1, may termii,ete tl-'leir eppeintmei,ts et the
ui,iversity effeetive et the ei,d of en eeedemie year, provided Rotiee is gi't'efl et the earliest possible
opportunity, but not later then three (3) months eefofO the eAd of BA eeed8mie year or thirty (30) days after
reeeiviflg Aetif-ieetien of terffls of reeppointfflent, if any, for the next eeedefflie year, v11·hiehever date oeeurs
later. Feeulty ffleFAbers FABY properly re€juest of.ti=le Beard of Trustees, ti=IFOugh ti=le appropriate eheir,
eeen, tl=le provost/viee president for aeedefflie affairs efte the president e waiver of this requireff!ent of
notiee ii, ease of f:lerdship or ifl e situetiofl where suestentiel professioflel ed·1efleeffleflt would othef\vise
be deflied.
B. Faculty ffleffleers es def-ifled in Sections 2.10 A.2 Bfld 2.10 A.3 ere expeeted to give e.t least three (3)
fflORths notiee of resignetiort. Sueh feeulty ffleFAbers fflBY else properly request of the Board of Trustees,
tl-'lrough the appropriate eheir, dean, the provost/viee president for eeedefflie affairs efle the pFesident a
waiver of this reEJuirefflent.
C. Unless othen,1ise mutually agreed, faculty members es defir,ed ir1 Section 2.10 who termiAele their service
without giving f'letiee er whe fail te complete BA e·eedemie year or ether terffls of efflpleymef'lt, except
ur1der highly uRusual cireumstences, ere regerded es having breached their eontraet with the ur1iversity
end in€juirif'lg r,rosr,ecti',e eFApleyers will ee so iAforffled. Retiuests for eceer,taAce of resigflation of such
faculty ffleffleers may be granted with prejudice.
D. Breach of eontrect ceA place the UAiversity IA e pesitiofl of hardship iA ffleetiAg its responsibilities to its
studer1ts BAd its services to the state. Sueh eetieA OA the pert of feeult)· will be regarded by the uf'liversity
 
as e breech of prof.essioflal ethics. Faculty members who breaeh their eofltr-eet may be held liable to the
ufli•,ersity f.or afly damages arisiflg ffom that breach.
5.40 Notice of Termination and Resignation by Faculty Member
A. {Formerly 5.35 A} Faculty members, defined in Section 2.10 A. 1, may terminate their appointments at the
university effective at the end of an academic year, provided notice is given at the earliest possible 
opportunity, but not later than three (3) months before the end of an academic year or thirty (30) days after
receiving notification of terms of appointment, if any, for the next academic year, which ever date occurs
later. Faculty members may properly request of the Board of Trustees, through the appropriate chair.
dean, the provost/vice president for academic affairs and the president a waiver of this requirement of
notice in case of hardship or in a situation where substantial professional advancement would otherwise
be denied. 
A-:B. In the case of resignation, an official letter of resignation should be written by a resigning faculty member
to the department chair for acceptance and for forwarding to the dean with the departmental
recommendation. The letter should contain the date of writing, the effective date of resignation and the
signature of the faculty member. The original of this letter shall be retained in the personnel folder of the
resigning faculty member.
&.C. The dean shall notify the office of the provost/vice president for academic affairs of the resignation and
indicate a recommendation on its acceptance. Included with the letter of transmittal should be two
photostatic copies of the original letter of resignation.
&.D. The provost/vice president for academic affairs will forward one copy of the letter of resignation to the
president with a recommendation as to its acceptance and for possible inclusion on the Board of Trustees'
agenda. All resignations of faculty members shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees.
Rationale: The Code Committee suggests this change in order to eliminate from the Faculty Code certain duplications
• between Sections 5.35 and 5.40 and a fossil left over from the 1970s. To the best of the Code Committee's knowledge,
Sections 5.35 C and D have rarely, if ever, been applied, even in the most egregious cases. The overwhelming number of
faculty who resign from the university do so in a timely fashion that allows departments and schools/colleges to plan for
 
their temporary or permanent replacement.
7.30 D. 4. Faculty shall not use official university stationery, secretarial services, equipment, computers, materials and
support facilities including mail and telephone, for outside private work. However, a faculty member§ may use
his their own business stationery or letterhead carrying his their university title§ and he they may use his their
official title§ in correspondence and reports pertaining to outside work. If space, equipmeflt, Bf'ld other facilities
of the Ufliversity must be used ifl eoRsultiflg, they shall be subject to eofldiliofls of af'I egreemeflt betweefl the
eoflsultaflt afld the Ufli•,ersity with respect to direct cost iflCUff'ed, liability for 1=1ers0Rel ifljury, damages af!dfor
repair to equipmeRl; how•ever, it is Uflderstood that regular depeftmefltal activities talce preeedeflce 0•9•er such
COflSUltiflg use.
F. 
5. In the conduct of consulting and other outside work of a professional nature, the faculty member
may not use university facilities, employees, materials, or equipment. It is important that faculty
who engage in outside consulting clearly Identify th.at they are doing so as Independent
professionals and not as representatives of Central Washington University. The Attorney General
of the State of Washington will not represent individuals in claims stemming from outside
consulting work.
Exclusions from this policy governing outside professional work are:
1.:. Activities in support of nonprofit professional associations and societies such as scholarly,
editorial and advisory bodies including governmental bodies related to faculty members' academic
work, service on public commissions or boards of philanthropic organizations. These
involvements are most appropriately characterized as university and community service and are 
complementary to university responsibllitles. Such activities are not considered to be outside
consulting and prior approval is not required. Faculty members may accept honoraria for such
activities, provided that such acceptance does not involve the faculty member or the university in
any conflict of interest. 
 
The publication of scholarly works is an inherent part of the university's educational mission. 
Central Washington University thus acknowledges the right of faculty to prepare and publish, 
through individual initiative, articles, pamphlets and books that are copy righted by the authors or
their publishers and that may generate royalty Income for the authors. Insofar as faculty 
members have an obligation to produce scholarly works, they may use university property to
create such scholarship.
Rationale: The Code Committee reluctantly introduces the proposed change to Section 7.30 D. 4 and new Section 7.30 
F. 1 and 2. The university's auditor brought to the committee's attention the conflict between the existing Section 7.30 D. 4
and the Washington State Ethics Law. The Code Committee double-checked the auditor by consulting the policies of the
University of Washington and has copied its policy concerning outside work almost verbatim into the new section.
Proposed new Section 7.30 F also copies verbatim the language of the University of Washington's policies concerning the
scholarly and service work of faculty members. The proposed new section makes clear that faculty members may use
university property in the course of performing traditional service and scholarly work.
9.20 B. To ifl�·ite epplicatiefls for prefessieflel leaves, seeuriflS tAe iflfarmatiefl required freffl epplicaflts Bfld deparlfflents
to ffieet tMe special eenditiofls outlifled in tAis Cede; 
To receive applications from the provost (See Section 9.25 A.);
9.25 B. #-The department chair§. or principal administrator.§. eBft shall verify that the faculty member can be released and 
that the granting of leave can be substantially accommodated within existing staff�; They he shall do so in writing te
tMe professiemel leave cofflfflittee as they he transfers the faculty member!s: request to the cemfflittee dean and
provost. Individual faculty members in the department may agree to overloads, however, to make the leave 
possible. No application shall be considered by the committee that is not first endorsed by the department chair,
principal administrator and dean .
• 9.30 Professional Leave - Reports
A written summary report of the use of the professional leave shall be submitted by the faculty member, in 
duplicate, triplicate to tMe prefessioflal leave committee to the provost/vice president for academic affairs within
two months after the faculty member's return to the university. One of the copies shall be foiwarded by the 
provost/vice president for academic affairs COfflfflittee to tMe provesthtiee presiEfeflt for acadefflic affairs to the
professional leave committee and to the appropriate department chair.
Rationale: The changes suggested for the professional leave policy occur at the request of the provost. The changes in 
9.20 B and 9.30 conform to past practice and take into account the fact that changes occur regularly in the membership of
the professional and retraining leave committee, sometimes creating a vacuum of responsibility for receiving applications
and reports concerning the use of the leave.
The change proposed for 9.25 B formulates the responsibility of the department chair in a more positive form than the 
current wording and also takes into account the fact that it is the provost's office that receives applications and foiwards
them to the professional and retraining leave committee.
3.25 Committees
I The Faculty Senate research and development committee shall be concerned, every two years, with 
devising, conducting, and communicating the results of the faculty opinion survey of administrators. In
alternate years the study committee shall be concerned with studying the conditions of faculty salary 
equity as defined by Section 8.46 of this Faculty Code and shall make recommendations for remedies and 
adjustments to the Faculty Senate, to appropriate standing committees of the Faculty Senate, to the Board
of Trustees, the university's president and to provost/vice president for academic affairs. The committee
shall also study and recommend action on other issues relevant to faculty development.
Rationale: The proposed addition of a Faculty Senate standing committee occurs at the request of the Faculty Senate
executive committee. The executive committee desires to distribute the additional work of the Faculty Senate that has
accumulated due to salary and other concerns more evenly across the faculty and to regularize the assignment of such
tasks
•
6.25 Assignment to Units
•
A. The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs and/or program directors, will establish a
list of units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name the faculty member(s) in each unit;
1.:.
2.
New faculty members shall. be specifically assigned to a unit at the time of appointment;
University administrators, originally appointed to their positions without faculty status but who
subsequently are appointed to a tenure-track/tenured position with academic rank. shall be
assigned to a unit and begin to acquire seniority as of their appointment to faculty status in
accordance with Section 11 .30 H of the Faculty Code:
After consultation, the university shall notify a faculty member in writing of any change in
assignment in order to comply with Section 11 .30 H of the Faculty Code;
C. Within each unit the order to layoff as defined in Section 11.30 H. 2 shall prevail.
11.30 Financial Exigency-Procedures
A. ... this draft shall list the names of affected faculty members ' as determined on the basis of the
procedures of 11.30 G .!::! below ....
G. 2. Laid off faculty members shall be listed by department or program and by an unit formally created and
recorded (Section 11.30 G. 1) and in order of layoff as defined in Section 11.30 G .!::! of the Faculty Code;
G. 3. The university may not fill a vacancy in a department or program. or in any unit formally created and
recoded (Section 11.30 G .!::! 1 ), for which there are names on its re-employment list who are qualified for
the vacant position;
H.1.a The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs, program directors and faculty within
each department, Will establish a list of units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name and in
order of seniority as defined in Section 11.30 G .!::! 2, the faculty member(s) in each unit. ..
H.1.f. Within each unity the order of layoff as defined in Section 11.30 G .!::!. 2 shall prevail;
H.3.b. Service at Central Washington University shall be measured from the date of appointment to the tenure-
track/tenured faculty by the Board of Trustees ...
Rationale: This substantive proposed change was the subject of a Faculty Code interpretation presented to the Board of
Trustees at its meeting on February 11. It should now be incorporated into the Code itself.
The changes concerning 11.30 G. and H. are housekeeping measures and correct a mistake that crept into the Code
some years ago. 
14.40 Chairs - Contracts
The contract for chairs shall normally extend for nine (9) months of the academic year. Chairs with longer than normal
contracts shall have monthly duties enumerated by the dean that are comparable to the duties performed in each of the
other ni�e (9) months. The schedule of compensation for chairs in money and released time shall be published anF1ually
alorig with the faeulty salary seele in the Central Washington University Policies and Procedures Manual. 
Rationale: This proposed change suggests inserting the policy for the remuneration of chairs in the policies and 
procedures manual in order to eliminate the need for the provost's office to issue unnecessary amounts of paper annually.
8.65 C. Individual faculty members should annually complete a standard professional record form, supplied by the 
provost/vice president for academic affairs, recording their services to the institution and their professional 
activities and file it with the appropriate chair and dean as part of their permanent record. These files are 
examined carefully when promotions and merit increases are considered, and are useful when candidates for 
special academic assignments are being sought. 
� [Formerly 8.65 0.) A faculty member shall submit an updated professional record form to be considered 
for merit and promotion. 
2.,. [Formerly 8.65 E.J The contents of each faculty member's personnel file will be available for his or her 
inspection at any time, with the exception of the original letters of recommendation. These letters are sent 
under the assumption that confidentiality will be observed to the extent allowed by law. The university will 
not honor requests to send copies of personnel file transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the 
function of the institution providing the originals. 
Rationale: For this section, the Code Committee merely suggests a more logical arrangement of the Faculty Code. 
5.25 Acquisition of Tenure - Probationary Periods 
F. 
 
Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member individually before 
recommendations for reappointments are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chair will review the 
probationers' records and the evaluations of the probationers' performance submitted by the tenured and 
tenure-track faculty of the department. The chair, the tenured and tenure-track faculty and the probationer 
will develop a plan for improvement if necessary. Upon the request of the probationer, such a plan will be 
a written document and constitute part of the probationer's professional record. In order to promote 
consistency, departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for evaluating probationary faculty 
for the award of tenure. 
Rationale: This proposal seeks to provide additional support for a probationer as he or she progresses toward tenure. 
8.66 C. A faculty member evaluated considered for professional improvement shall supply evidence for each of the above 
criteria, consistent with the type of professional ifflf)Fe'v'effieflt desired (Seetlof! 8.70 B efld 8.76 A) using the 
standard professional record form as specified in Section 8.65 C. of this Faculty Code and other materials 
consistent with the criteria established by the university relevant to Section 8.40 of this Faculty Code and by the 
faculty member's college/school and department for the award of merit and promotion. 
Rationale: The Code Committee, with this proposal, seeks to make clear that faculty members desiring promotion and 
merit awards must submit evidence to support their applications. 
7.32 Honoraria 
Faculty members are specifically authorized to receive honoraria {money or a thing of value) for a speech, 
appearance, article, or similar item or activity in connection with the faculty member's professional role. 
Honoraria may include money or a thing of value offered for serving on scholarly or advisory bodies 
relating to the faculty member's academic work or for serving on public commissions, boards of 
philanthropic organizations. review panels or accreditation teams, or similar activities. 
Faculty members may not receive honoraria under the following circumstances: 
The person, company. or organization offering the honorarium wants. or could reasonably be 
expected to want. to sell goods or services to Central Washington University. and the faculty 
member is in a position to Influence the university's decision to acquire that type of good or 
service: 
• 
2. The person offering the honorarium is regulated by Central Washington University, and the faculty 
member is in a position to participate in the regulation; 
The person offering the honorarium is seeking or opposing or is reasonably likely to seek or 
oppose enactment' of legislation or adoption of administrative rules or actions. or policy changes 
by the university. and the faculty member may participate in the enactment of adoption. 
4. The payment is inconsistent with Section 7.30 of this Faculty Code. 
Rationale: The Code Committee proposes this new section at the request of the university's auditor who has pointed out 
the conflict between the lack of such a section and the Washington State Ethics Law. The Code Committee has copied 
the language almost verbatim of the University of Washington's policy concerning the receipt of honoraria by employees of 
the university. 
H. The university academic administrators will make every effort to arrange teaching schedules to 
accommodate the reduced loads and personal plans of the phased retiree and the phased retiree's right to 
teach up to forty (40) percent (15 contact hours) per academic year, or any portion of the academic year in 
which the faculty member is officially on phased retirement. Phased retirees may not teach more than 
forty {40) percent (15 contact hours) of a full load in any calendar year. 
Rationale: The Code Committee proposes this change in order that the Faculty Code conform to the requirements of the 
Revised Code of Washington. 
Exhibit B 
April 27, 2000 
.MEMORANDUM 
TO: Dr. Linda Beath, Faculty Senate Chair 
FROM: Joseph Antonich, Director of Financial Services 
SUBJECT: Leroy W. Dubeck's "Analysis of the Financial Reports of Central Washington University" 
Per your request I have reviewed the report that Dr. Dubeck prepared concerning the Unrestricted Fund Balances of 
CWU. An updated analysis of the balances of each unrestricted fund as of June 30, 1999 is attached. 
I would differ from Dr. Dubeck's assumption that all unrestricted fund balances can be used for faculty salary increases. 
CWU is an agency of state government and subject to principles of fund accounting which restrict the use of revenues in 
specific funds to the purposes for which state law created each fund. For example, the housing fund revenues can only be 
used for housing fund activities and indeed are pledged in a binding contract for the issuance of bonds for capital 
construction. 
Faculty salaries are paid from the state general fund and the tuition fund. The attached schedule shows a negative fund 
balance for the state general fund which represented the contingent liability for employee accrued leave balances as 
explained in the notes to the financial statements. The tuition fund had a balance of $4.6 million of which $2.2 million was 
committed budget carry forward. The remaining balance is the institutional reserve for unforeseen contingencies such as 
tuition revenue shortfalls, mid-year mandated budget cuts, clean up of volcanic ash, flood damage repair, emergency off-
• campus facility replacement, etc. This $2.4 million reserve is four percent of the $60 million annual state/tuition budget. 
If you need further elaboration of this issue, 1 am available for discussion. 
• 
• 
Fund Number 
001 
145 
148 
149 
440 
448 
450 
460 
470 
522 
524 
525 
528 
573 
000 
Exhibit C 
Super SUB Update 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Unrestricted Fund Balances 
June 30,1999 
Fund Title 
State General Fund 
Grants and Contracts 
Local Dedicated Revenue Fund 
Tuition Fund 
Central Stores Fund 
General Services Fund 
Work Force Fund 
Motor Pool Fund 
Scheduling Center Fund 
Student Activities and Facilities Fee 
Fund 
University Store Fund 
Chimp and Human Communication 
Institute 
Parking Fund 
Housing and Food Services 
CWU Foundation 
Balance 
(1 ,600,335) 
3,845 
7,972,753 
4,615,136 
1,027,366 
352,881 
676,852 
102,435 
5,490 
908,112 
1,267,435 
38,242 
245,779 
6,194,257 
1 '101 ,245 
22,911,493 
The main purpose of the programming phase of the Super SUB project was to identify essential program elements and issues 
or potential problems related to design, operations, and funding. Further discussion of issues and resolution of concerns will 
occur during the design phase of the project. 
Even though the concept of a "Super SUB" is only two years old, issues relevant to its creation have a longer history. 
In August of 1995 the Samuelson Union Strategic Planning Committee was established. This committee was asked to study 
the physical and functional capabilities of the existing Samuelson Union Building (SLJB). Two major discoveries emerged. 
First, the existing structure and systems have major deficiencies and second, the facility has functional limitations that preclude 
the development of activities and services needed to satisfy the SUB's mission statement. These two facts coupled with an 
estimated renovation cost of over 15 million dollars essentially halted the SLJB's expansion and renovation plans . 
• During the same time period, Holmes Dining also surfaced as a problem. A roof failure in 1995 triggered the discovery of 
several code, equipment, and program inadequacies. The study proposed an estimated renovation cost of over 9 million 
dollars. Accordingly, plans to remodel Holmes Dining also were placed on hold. 
Last year, an ad hoc group established by Facilities Management and composed of students and staff posed the question; 
"Would combining the functions of the SUB and Holmes Dining offer any cost and program benefits?" In response, a study 
was initiated to answer two questions: 
e: Is combining student union and campus dining functions feasible? If so, where would the combined facility be located? 
The results of this study indicated convincingly that combining the two projects was in the best interest of all parties. In 
addition to the cost benefits, it was evident that the concept would enhance user appeal and operational efficiencies. To 
complete the study, six sites were identified and evaluated for suitability based on technical merit. The technical evaluation 
reduced the options to three sites. These sites were then scored based on a list of performance criteria developed by the 
committee. Based on the general location preferences of committee members, a location centered in the area northeast of 
Black Hall. 
The results of the study were presented in a document entitled the "East Campus Planning Study." This document identifies 
major programming elements for the combined "Super SLJB," project costs in the site selection and a schedule for project 
completion. 
In February of this year, following consideration of the merits of the East Campus Study, President Norton established a 
planning committee to develop a program that reasonably could be addressed within the confines of a $20 - $22 million 
budget. Specifically, the committee was asked to address program, site, schedule, and budget. 
In preparation for presenting its proposal to the president and the Board of Trustees, the committee and the program 
consultants: 
•• 
Reviewed the findings of the East Campus Study; 
Affirmed that planning would proceed on the basis of the potential site; 
Surveyed students to confirm preferred program elements; 
Met with program directors or managers for the program components that might potentially be affected by a new 
facility; 
Invited two community members to participate in planning; and 
Held a "rendezvous" with the technical and support staff, representatives of campus life and student organizations, 
and the anchor tenants for the new facility (dining services and book store). 
The proposal anticipates two types of space and two kinds of funding streams for the proposed facility: that which is supported 
by auxiliary services and the student fee structure of the university and that which is supported by retail or revenue generating 
activities. The square footage and project cost associated with the revenue generating portion of the facility would be identified 
based on contractual arrangements with outside agencies established concurrently with facility design. Although there has 
been a great deal of consistency across several attempts to determine the program needs for such a facility, this project will be 
no different than other similar projects in that the program will continue to be refined as the project moves forward. 
BOT Action 
Based on the detail provided in the "Programming for the Super SUB" document, the committee recommends that the Board of 
Trustees approve the next phase in this process, to include: 
•• 
Clarifying the availability of debt servicing capability for the $21,000,000 benchmark. 
Developing the terms of agreement and operating guidelines for the proposed facility. 
Selecting and recommending to the president a consultant to develop all elements related to the site, the program 
analysis, public/private contractual arrangements, and all architectural and engineering services (RFQ, interviews and 
contracting). 
Continuing to refine the program elements and their implications through additional surveys, conversations, and 
educational opportunities for the university community. 
Confirming revenue generating potential for contracted services to organizations and agencies outside the university. 
Program expansion possibilities to include alumni and university staff requests for shared and dedicated space. (Although 
these elements also are revenue generating, their mission is so fully integral to the purpose of the new facility -- the 
enhancement of the spirit of community on campus --that the committee prefers to hold them separate from other revenue 
generating activities.) 
Revenue streams for all proposed program expansions 
Maintaining, to the degree possible, the current committee membership as a way to ensure continuity into the next phase 
of the project. 
.ExhibitD 
Academic Affairs Committee Report 
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the Proposed Scheduling Format. After hearing 
from the Provost and representatives from the west-side centers, ADCO, students, the Office of the Registrar, deans, and 
committee reports from each of our respective departments, the committee reached consensus to recommend to the Faculty 
Senate that CWU remain with our current class scheduling times for the present and not move to the new schedule format at 
this time. We may want to examine the issue again in the future. The committee is sensitive for the need for more research 
time and accommodating larger blocks of time, but seems to prefer the existing, schedule. Departments with special needs 
have already worked out arrangements with deans who are able to make exceptions. 
Rationale: 
The present system is preferred over the proposed change generally by at least a ratio of two to one. There is no compelling 
evidence that the change is needed. The existing system is viewed as working well with possible extensions for flexibility to 
accommodate the differences, such as adding some labs earlier in the day or scheduling some classes on Mondays and 
Wednesdays. Exceptions to the general scheduling format are now handled on a systematic basis by the departments with 
approval by respective deans. Deans can continue to do a good job to provide flexibility on an individual case basis if there is 
reason that a class cannot fit into the regular schedule format. The consensus is that the present system is working well in 
most situations. Some discussion of some of the groups are included below: 
The student representative felt that this change in habits of learning from the scheduling at most high schools would create 
time management issues. Scheduling on the hour is clear and a convenience. The new proposal does not seem to solve any 
of the existing problems, but adds stress . 
• The Chair of Academic Department Chairs Organization (ADCO) shared nine pages of detailed comments from department 
chairs across campus. The responses vary from adamant rejection to willingness to try it out. The need for flexibility to 
accommodate variations in course content and teaching style are expressed throughout the comments 
The representative from the Registrar's office reported this type of change would be very difficult for scheduling of classes. 
There would still be gaps of time when classrooms would not be utilized for classes other than 5 credits. There were more 
problems in scheduling before Science Building and Black Hall were completed. 
The perspective from the west-side centers' representative noted that this approach is more practical for the center students 
than Ellensburg campus. Faculty like flexibility, not one style or methodology; they like some lecture, some discussion. There 
may be preferences at certain times, but the schedule format is okay the way it is and allows work arrangements for students. 
Commuters find the existing one okay. 
The School of Business and Economics' representative reported that college could not reach consensus and that it is a divisive 
issue. The rationale that faculty productivity would increase or that days of consultation could increase if not impacting classes 
is not necessarily true. The faculty now can work out requests with department chairs or deans. He feels faculty prefer no 
change unless there is an extreme crunch and desires flexibility for interdisciplinary arrangements. 
Changes in scheduling elicit discussion of other changes such as changing to the semester system. Changes may need to be 
reviewed again in the near future. However, we feel that the need does not exist at this present time . 
• 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
Wednesday, May 3, 2000, 3:10 p.m. 
BARGE 412 
~ 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. MOTION NO. 00-30: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
v. REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS ~ I 
Faculty Senate Code Committee (10 Minutes) J 
Motion No. 00-31: Proposed changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and 
Procedure. (Exhibit A) 
VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS 
• 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
HUMAN SUBJECTS POLICY TASKFORCE: Susan Lonborg (5 Minutes) 
Wildcatlife: Tiffany Barr (Exhibit B) (5 Minutes) 
CHAIR (20 Minutes) 
UPDATE ON PROPOSED SuperSUB: Bill Vertrees (10 Minutes) 
CHAIR ELECT (1 0 Minutes) 
PRESIDENT (1 0 Minutes) 
SENATE CONCERNS (20 Minutes) 
STUDENT REPORT (10 Minutes) 
SENATE COMMITTEES (5 Minutes) 
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe 
Budget Committee: Barney Erickson 
Code Committee: Beverly Heckart 
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak (Exhibit C) 
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins 
Public Affairs Committee: Joshua Nelson 
VII. NEW BUSINESS (5 Minutes) 
Motion No. 00-32: Morris Uebelacker- That Section 7 .20.B.1.a.(4) of the Faculty Code be 
waived for the Summer of 2000 as provided for in Section 15.40 of the Faculty Code. 
(Exhibit D) 
VIII. OLD BUSINESS 
ADJOURNMENT 
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: May 17, 2000*** 
BARGE 412 
Exhibit A 
2.10 A. 1. 
• 
Who teach, coach, sef\'e as athletic diFecter, supervise, research, or engage in similar academic endeavors in which 
students receive credit or academic benefit and who hold one (1) of the following academic ranks: professor, associate 
professor or assistant professor, or whe hold eRe-ef the fellewir~g professional designations:- lecturer or coach~ 6f 
athletic director; 
4.67 Coaches, Athletic Direeter - Rights, Privileges, Limitations 
Except as otherwise provided in this Code, coaches aRd athl.etie direeters have the following rights and privileges, and are 
subject to the following limitations: 
A. Individuals appointed to the position of coach er athletie director may be granted the academic rank for which 
they qualify according to Section 4.30. If, however, a coach or athletic director is granted academic rank and 
holds tenured or tenure-track status as a faculty member, subsequent salary adjustments are governed by the 
conditions of the approved faculty salary schedule in regard to rank and salary. However, such individuals shall 
not be granted tenure as coaches; 
B. A coach er athletic direeter is appointed for a term of service not to exceed one (1) year at a time and may be 
subsequently reappointed for an additional term or terms of service. Such individuals may be appointed to 
either full- or part-time positions; 
C. A coach er athletic director shall have all rights, privileges, responsibilities and obligations as provided for in this 
Code for faculty as defined in Section 2.10 unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of this Code; 
D. Written notice by the president or his designee not to renew any coaching er athletic elireeter appointment shall 
be given no later than three (3) months prior to the expiration of the appointment. 
Rationale: This proposed elimination reflects an evolution in the position of athletic director over the last several years. The 
current position announcement for an athletic director does not designate that position as faculty. Thus, the Code Committee 
.ecommends the removal of the athletic director from th.is section with the sanction of the Office for Student Affairs. 
6.35 ~~etice ef TefffiiRalieR by Faeul~· Memeer 
A. {Move to 5.40 A} Faculty memeers, aefir~ed ifl Seeliefl 2.1 0 A.1 , may tefffiiRate their appeiAtffieAts at the 
uAiversity effective at the eRa ef BA aeaaemie year, previaea r~etiee is giveR at tl=le earliest f'essible epf'erluAity, 
aut Ret later tl=lafl tl=lree (3) FAOfltl=ls befere tl=le eRd ef Bfl aeaaemie year er thi~· (30) aays after reeeh,.iRg 
fletifleatiefl ef terms ef rea~~eiAtffieflt, if aRy, fer the fle>ct aeaeleFAie year, wl=liet=lever date occurs later. Faculty 
members may ~re~erly request ef tl=le Beard ef Trustees, threugl=l tl=le e~~re~riate et=lair, deafl, tRe provestlviee 
prcsieleRt fer academic affairs afld tl=le pFesiaeflt a waiver of tl=l is FequiremeRt ef Retice iA case ef l=lareship er iR e 
siltJatieR wl=lef6 subster~tial prefessioflal aavaRcemeflt woula otherwise be aeRied. 
B. Faculty members as dcfir~ee iR SectioRs 2.10 A.2 BAd 2.10 A.3 are eMpected te give at least ll'!ree (3) ffieflths 
Rotiee of resigRatiofl . Suel=l faculty members may also properly re~uest of tl=le Board of Trustees, througl=l the 
apJ'rOJ'riate el'lair, aeaR, the provost/vice presiaeRt fer aeaaemic affairs aRe the presiaeRt e waiver of this 
requireffieflt. 
C. Ur~less otherwise mutually agreea, faeu l~· ffieffibers as defiRed iR Seetiofl 2.10 wl'lo termiAate tl=leir ser=viee 
't't'ithout gi't'iRg Rotiee or wl'lo fail to complete aR academic year or other terffis ef empleymeAt, eMcept uReter 
highly uRusual eireumstaRces, ere Fegardea as i'la'l'iRg breachoa their ceRtract 't't'itl=l the uRiversity aRd iRquiriRg 
~ros(:lective eFRployers will be so IRforffied. Requests fer aeee~teRce ef resigRetioA of suel'l fecult)• ffiembers 
may be SfBAtea with ~rejudiee . 
D. Breach of eoRtreet eaR f'leee the uAiversity iR a positiofl ef hardship ifl meetiRg its reSJ'oRsibilities to its studeRts 
eRd its ser=vices to the state. Sueh eetioR oR the ~art of faeult)· ·.viii be regarded by the ur~iversity as e breeel'l of 
(:lrofessioRal ethics. Faculty members who breael'l their eer~treet mey ee held liable te tl'le uRiversity fer eRy 
daFRages erisiRg from that breach . 
• 5.40 Notice of Termination and Resignation by Faculty Member 
A. {Formerly 5.35 A} Faculty members. defined in Section 2.1 0 A. 1, may terminate their appointments at the 
university effective at the end of an academic year, provided notice is given at the earliest possible opportunity. 
but not later than three (3) months before the end of an academic year or thirty (30) days after receiving 
• 
notification of terms of appointment, if any, for the next academic year. which ever date occurs tater. Faculty 
members may property request of the Board of Trustees. through the appropriate chair. dean. the provost/vice 
president for academic affairs and the president a waiver of this requirement of notice in case of hardship or in a 
situation where substantial professional advancement would otherwise be denied . 
In the case of resignation, an official letter of resignation should be written by a resigning faculty member to the 
department chair for acceptance and for forwarding to the dean with the departmental recommendation. The 
tetter should contain the date of writing, the effective date of resignation and the signature of the faculty 
member. The original of this tetter shall be retained in the personnel folder of the resigning faculty member. 
S:C. The dean shall notify the office of the provost/vice president for academic affairs of the resignation and indicate 
a recommendation on its acceptance. Included with the letter of transmittal should be two photostatic copies of 
the original letter of resignation. 
&.D. The provost/vice president for academic affairs will forward one copy of the letter of resignation to the president 
with a recommendation as to its acceptance and for possible inclusion on the Board of Trustees' agenda. All 
resignations of faculty members shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. 
Rationale: The Code Committee suggests this change in order to eliminate from the Faculty Code certain duplications between 
Sections 5.35 and 5.40 and a fossil left over from the 1970s. To the best of the Code Committee's knowledge, Sections 5.35 C 
and D have rarely, if ever, been applied, even in the most egregious cases. The overwhelming number of faculty who resign 
from the university do so in a timely fashion that allows departments and schools/colleges to plan for their temporary or 
permanent replacement. 
7.30 D. 4. 
• 
Faculty shall not use official university stationery, secretarial services, equipment, computers, materials and 
support facilities including mail and telephone, for outside private work. However, a faculty member§ may use 
his their own business stationery or letterhead carrying his their university title§ and he they may use his their 
official title§ in correspondence and reports pertaining to outside work. If space, e€juipmeRt, aRd otl'ler facilities 
of tl'le URiversity must l:}e used iR eoRsultiR~, tl:ley st:lall be subject to eoRdilieRs ef aR a~reemeRt betweeR the 
eoRSulteRt BREI tl=le URiversity ·i't'itt:l respect te direct cost iReurred, liability fer perseRal if\jury, deme~es aAd/of 
repair to e(1uipmeRt: t:lewever, it is UAderstood tl'let re~ular departmeAtel activities talte preeedeAee over suctl 
COfiSUitiA~ USe . 
5. In the conduct of consulting and other outside work of a professional nature. the faculty member may 
not use university facilities, employees. materials. or equipment. It is important that faculty who engage 
in outside consulting clearly identify that they are doing so as independent professionals and not as 
representatives of Central Washington University. The Attorney General of the State of Washington 
will not represent individuals in claims stemming from outside consulting work. 
Exclusions from this policy governing outside professional work are: 
1. Activities in support of nonprofit professional associations and societies such as scholarly, editorial and 
advisory bodies including governmental bodies related to faculty members' academic work. service on 
public commissions or boards of philanthropic organizations. These involvements are most 
appropriately characterized as university and community service and are complementary to university 
responsibilities. Such activities are not considered to be outside consulting and prior approval is not 
required. Faculty members may accept honoraria for such activities, provided that such acceptance 
does not involve the faculty member or the university in any conflict of interest. 
2. The publication of scholarly works are an inherent part of the university's educational mission. Central 
Washington University thus acknowledges the right of faculty to prepare and publish. through individual 
initiative, articles. pamphlets and books that are copy righted by the authors or their publishers and that 
may generate royalty income for the authors. Insofar as faculty members have an obligation to 
produce scholarly works, they may use university property to create such scholarship. 
Rationale: The Code Committee reluctantly introduces the proposed change to Section 7.30 D. 4 and new Section 7.30 F. 1 
and 2. The university's auditor brought to the committee's attention the conflict between the existing Section 7.30 D. 4 and the 
Washington State Ethics Law. The Code Committee double-checked the auditor by consulting the policies of the University of 
• Washington and has copied its policy concerning outside work almost verbatim into the new section. 
Proposed new Section 7.30 F also copies verbatim the language of the University of Washington's policies concerning the 
scholarly. and service work of faculty members. The proposed new section makes clear that faculty members may use university 
property 1n the course of performing traditional service and scholarly work. 
9.20 B. To iA···ite ap~lieetieAs fer ~FOfessioAallea'f·es, seettriA~ tl=le iAfermetieA re~ttiree from e~J3IieaAts aAa deJ3artfflents to meet 
tl=le SJ3eeiel eeflditiens ettlliAed in this Cede; 
To receive applications from the provost (See Section 9.25 A.); 
~ *'-Ithe department chair§. or principal administrator§. eat=t shall verify that the faculty member can be released and that 
• the granting of leave can be substantially accommodated within existing staff.:.; They he shall do so in writing te-the 
J3fofessieAal lea·we eemmittee as they he transfers the faculty member!s~ request to the committee dean and provost. 
Individual faculty members in the department may agree to overloads, however, to make the leave possible. No 
application shall be considered by the committee that is not first endorsed by the department chair, principal 
administrator and dean. 
9.30 Professional Leave - Reports 
A written summary report of the use of the professional leave shall be submitted by the faculty member, in duplicate, to 
tl=le J3rofessionalleave committee to the provosUvice president for academic affairs within two months after the faculty 
member's return to the university. One of the copies shall be forwarded by the provosUvice president for academic 
affairs eemmittee te the J3FOvestlviee J3resiaeAt fer aeaaemie affairs to the professional leave committee. 
Rationale: The changes suggested for the professional leave policy occur at the request of the provost. The changes in 9.20 B 
and 9.30 conform to past practice and take into account the fact that changes occur regularly in the membership of the 
professional and retraining leave committee, sometimes creating a vacuum of responsibility for receiving applications and reports 
concerning the use of the leave. 
The change proposed for 9.25 B formulates the responsibility of the department chair in a more positive form than the current 
wording and also takes into account the fact that it is the provost's office that receives applications and forwards them to the 
professional and retraining leave committee. 
3.25 Committees 
7. 
• 
The Faculty Senate research and development committee shall be concerned. every two years. with devising. 
conducting, and communicating the results of the faculty opinion survey of administrators. In alternate years the 
study committee shall be concerned with studying the conditions of faculty salary equity as defined by Section 
8.46 of this Faculty Code and shall make recommendations for remedies and adjustments to the Faculty 
Senate. to appropriate standing committees of the Faculty Senate. to the Board of Trustees. the universitv's 
president and to provosUvice president for academic affairs. The committee shall also study and recommend 
action on other issues relevant to faculty development. 
Rationale: The proposed addition of a Faculty Senate standing committee occurs at the request of the Faculty Senate executive 
committee. The executive committee desires to distribute the additional work of the Faculty Senate that has accumulated due to 
salary and other concerns more evenly across the faculty and to regularize the assignment of such tasks. 
6.25 Assignment to Units 
• 
A. The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs and/or program directors, will establish a list of 
units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name the faculty member(s) in each unit; 
1..:. New faculty members shall . be specifically assigned to a unit at the time of appointment; 
2. Universitv administrators. originally appointed to their positions without faculty status but who 
subsequently are appointed to a tenure-track/tenured position with academic rank, shall be assigned to 
a unit and begin to acquire seniority as of their appointment to facultv status in accordance with Section 
11.30 H of the Faculty Code; 
3. After consultation. the university shall notify a faculty member in writing of any change in assignment in 
order to comply with Section 11.30 H of the Faculty Code; 
C. Within each unit the order to layoff as defined in Section 11.30 H. 2 shall prevail. 
11 .30 Financial Exigency Procedures 
A. 
. .. this draft shall list the names of affected faculty members ' as determined on the basis of the procedures of 
11.30 S .t:!. below .... 
G. 2. Laid off faculty members shall be listed by department or program and by an unit formally created and recorded 
(Section 11.30 G. 1) and in order of layoff as defined in Section 11.30 G .ti of the Faculty Code; 
G. 3. The university may not fill a vacancy in a department or program, or in any unit formally created and receded 
(Section 11.30 G .ti 1 ), for which there are names on its re-employment list who are qualified for the vacant 
position; 
H.1.a The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs, program directors and faculty within each 
department, Will establish a list of units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name and in order of 
seniority as defined in Section 11 .30 G ti 2, the faculty member(s) in each unit. .. 
H.1.f. Within each unity the order of layoff as defined in Section 11.30 G .ti. 2 shall prevail; 
H.3.b. Service at Central Washington University shall be measured from the date of appointment to the tenure-
track/tenured faculty by the Board of Trustees ... 
Rationale: This substantive proposed change was the subject of a Faculty Code interpretation presented to the Board of 
Trustees at its meeting on February 11. It should now be incorporated into the Code itself. 
The changes concerning 11.30 G. and H. are housekeeping measures and correct a mistake that crept into the Code some 
years ago. 
14.40 Chairs - Contracts 
The contract for chairs shall normally extend for nine (9) months of the academic year. Chairs with longer than normal contracts 
shall have monthly duties enumerated by the dean that are comparable to the duties performed in each of the other nine (9) 
months. The schedule of compensation for chairs in money and released time shall be published eflfluelly eleA!:) witll the feeulty 
selef)' seale in the Central Washington University Policies and Procedures Manual. 
Rationale: This proposed change suggests inserting the policy for the remuneration of chairs in the policies and procedures 
manual in order to eliminate the need for the provost's office to issue unnecessary amounts of paper annually. 
18.65 C. Individual faculty members should annually complete a standard professional record form, supplied by the provost/vice 
president for academic affairs, recording their services to the institution and their professional activities and file it with the 
appropriate chair and dean as part of their permanent record. These files are examined carefully when promotions and 
merit increases are considered, and are useful when candidates for special academic assignments are being sought. 
1.., (Formerly 8.65 D.) A faculty member shall submit an updated professional record form to be considered for 
merit and promotion . 
.£. [Formerly 8.65 E.) The contents of each faculty member's personnel file will be available for his or her 
inspection at any time, with the exception of the original letters of recommendation. These letters are sent 
under the assumption that confidentiality will be observed to the extent allowed by law. The university will not 
honor requests to send copies of personnel file transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the function of 
the institution providing the originals. 
Rationale: For this section, the Code Committee merely suggests a more logical arrangement of the Faculty Code. 
Exhibit B 
WildCatLife.com Overview: Wildcatlife.com will be a universal calender providing students living on and off campus one 
place to go to find out about all activities and events on campus. It will be the most current and comprehensive source 
for finding out about student life. The ASCWU hopes to dramatically increase student involvement in campus activities. 
If you have any questions please call Tiffany Barr at 963-1697. 
Addendum to Proposed Code Changes: May 3, 2000 Faculty Senate Meeting 
5.25 Acquisition of Tenure - Probationary Periods 
F. Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member individually before 
recommendations for reappointments are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chair will review 
the probationers' records and the evaluations of the probationers' performance submitted by the 
tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department. The chair, the tenured and tenure-track faculty and 
the probationer will develop a plan for improvement if necessary. Upon the request of the probationer. 
such a plan will be a written document and constitute part of the probationer's professional record. In 
order to promote consistency, departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for evaluating 
probationary faculty for the award of tenure. 
Rationale: This proposal seeks to provide additional support for a probationer as he or she progresses toward tenure . 
8.66 C. A faculty member evaluated eeRsidered for professional improvement shall supply evidence for each of the 
above criteria, eeAsisteflt •witl'l tl'le type of prefessieflal ifl'lprevefl'leflt desired (Seetiefl 8.70 8 eRd 8.75 A) using 
the standard professional record form as specified in Section 8.65 C. of this Faculty Code and other materials 
consistent with the criteria established by the university relevant to Section 8.40 of this Faculty Code and by the 
faculty member's college/school and department for the award of merit and promotion. 
Rationale: The Code Committee, with this proposal, seeks to make clear that faculty members desiring promotion and 
merit awards must submit evidence to support their applications. 
7.32 Honoraria 
A. Faculty members are specifically authorized to receive honoraria (money or a thing of value) for a 
speech. appearance. article, or similar ilen 1 u1 a.clivily in connection with the faculty member's 
professional role. Honoraria may include money or a thing of value offered for serving on scholarly or 
advisory bodies relating to the faculty member's academic work or for serving on public commissions. 
boards of philanthropic organizations. review panels or accreditation teams, or similar activities. 
B. Faculty members may not receive honoraria under the following circumstances: 
!., The person, company, or organization offering the honorarium wants. or could reasonably be 
expected to want, to sell goods or services to Central Washington University. and the faculty 
member is in a position to Influence the university's decision to acquire that type of good or 
service: 
2. The person offering the honorarium is regulated by Central Washington University. and the 
faculty member is in a position to participate in the regulation; 
3. The person offering the honorarium is seeking or opposing or is reasonably likely to seek or 
oppose enactment of legislation or adoption of administrative rules or actions. or policy 
changes by the university. and the faculty member may participate in the enactment of 
adoption. 
4. The payment is inconsistent with Section 7.30 of this Faculty Code. 
Rationale: The Code Committee proposes this new section at the request of the university's auditor who has pointed 
out the conflict between the lack of such a section and the Washington State Ethics Law. The Code Committee has 
copied the language almost verbatim of the University of Washington's policy concerning the receipt of honoraria by 
employees of the university. 
I 
I 
9.92 
H. The university academic administrators will make every effort to arrange teaching schedules to 
accommodate the reduced loads and personal plans of the phased retiree and the phased retiree's 
right to teach up to forty (40) percent (15 contact hours) per academic year, or any portion of the 
academic year in which the faculty member is officially on phased retirement. Phased retirees may not 
teach more than forty (40) percent (15 contact hours) of a full load in any calendar year. 
Rationale: The Code Committee proposes this change in order that the Faculty Code conform to the requirements of 
the Revised Code of Washington. 
Exhibit C 
Program Deletions: 
M.A. English, Teaching Option 
M.A. English Language Learning 
1. Degree title: M.A. English, Teaching Option 
1. Text of old and new program versions: N/A 
2. Clean copy of program: N/A 
4. Justification: The faculty who taught in the program have retired, and there is no interest in the program. 
5. Impact on departmental load: None 
6. Impact on instructional costs: None 
7. Related curriculum changes: Deletion of Courses- ENG 587 and ENG 589. 
8. Notification to departments affected: Teacher Education and PsychOology Departments have been notified and both support. 
9. Time elements for revised program: N/A 
10. Provisions for currently enrolled students: Two students currently on-leave are still registered in the program. Course 
exceptions will be made to help the two students complete if they so wish. 
1. Degree title: M.A. English Language Learning 
2. Test of old and new program versions: N/A 
3. Clean copy of program: N/A 
4. Justification for the change: The faculty who taught in the program have retired, and there is no interest in the program. 
5. Impact on departmental load: None 
6. Impact on instructional costs: None 
7. Related curriculum changes: Deletion of ENG 587 and ENG 589 
8. Notification to departments affected: Teacher Education and PsychOology Departments have been notified and both 
support. 
9. Time elements for revised program: N/A 
10. Provisions for currently enrolled students: No students currently in program. 
Exhibit D 
:ADCO proposes that Section 7.20.8.1.a.(4) of the Faculty Code be waived for the summer of 2000 as provided for in Section 15.40 of 
the Faculty Code. Due to the financial uncertainties of the cost of implementing this section of the Code, it seems to be in the best 
interest of the departments, colleges/schools and the university to take this action for this summer. 
In place of Section 7.20 we recommend that the payment be within the limits of the amount the student pays for the credits (for thesis 
and individual study) with the following distribution: The standard amount be take off the top for the overhead (I forget what this is) and 
the rest be distributed to the faculty. In the case of thesis credits, this would be determined by the school/college and department, as to 
the distribution between chair and committee members. 
We also recognize that the problem with field activities that are incurred by departments such as geology, geography, anthropology and 
others has not been addressed in this proposal nor in the Code. 
Rationale: 
It has been determined that the "green stamp" criteria will not work for summer and since summer is self support we must live within our 
means. These means get stretched rather thin when we look at departments that might have several theses or individual study. 
While we recognize that we need to pay faculty for what they do and that we have not been doing this, it seems that we are taking on 
too much at one time. The almighty dollar is again a driving force. 
Some examples of the problem are as follows. 
Example: Suppose you are full professor chairing a thesis committee this summer and the student signs up for six thesis credits. 
According to the Code and the interpretation thereof you would receive two credits of pay. If you were to get $1000 for each credit plus 
26% benefits it would cost approximately $2500 for you to chair this committee. The student, in the meantime, would be paying 
$126/credit or a total of $756. This would give a net difference, just to pay the chair of the committee, of $17 44 in the red. 
It obviously would create some severe problems if there were very many of these and the department was borderline on enrollment in 
their regular classes. This also does not take into account any of the other committee members being compensated for their work. 
Example: Same scenario as above but this time with individual study. Here, for graduate credit the cost factor would be half, but stilt 
incurring a deficit. If these were undergraduate credits then the cost deficit would increase substantially. The difference between the 
two being six credits for graduate and 8 credits for undergraduate with the fee differential. Keeping in mind this would only be for 
summer 2000, we would hope there could be Code changes that would make the summer school part of this more easy to implement. 
FACULTY SENATE REGULAR MEETING 
'Wednesday, May 3, 2000, 3:10p.m. 
MRGE 412 
, lENDA 
I. ROLL CALL 
II. MOTION NO. 00-30: CHANGES TO AND APPROVAL OF AGENDA 
Ill. APPROVAL OF MINUTES 
IV. COMMUNICATIONS 
V. REPORTS/ACTION ITEMS 
Faculty Senate Code Committee (10 Minutes) 
Motion No. 00-31: Proposed changes to the Faculty Code of Personnel Policy and 
Procedure. (Exhibit A) / r 
VI. REPORTS/DISCUSSION ITEMS 
1. HUMAN SUBJECTS POLICY TASKFORCE: Susan Lonborg (5 Minutes) 
2. Wildcatlife: Tiffany Barr (Exhibit B) (5 Minutes) 
3. CHAIR (20 Minutes) 
4. UPDATE ON PROPOSED SuperSUB: Bill Vertrees (10 Minutes) 
5. CHAIR ELECT (1 0 Minutes) 
6. PRESIDENT (10 Minutes) 
7. SENATE CONCERNS (20 Minutes) 
8. STUDENT REPORT (1 0 Minutes) 
9. SENATE COMMITTEES (5 Minutes) 
Academic Affairs Committee: Susan Donahoe 
Budget Committee: Barney Erickson 
Code Committee: Beverly Heckart 
Curriculum Committee: Toni Culjak (Exhibit C) 
Personnel Committee: Rob Perkins 
Public Affairs Committee: Joshua Nelson 
/5 rn 1 hhl, ,; ... ~ ,/ r., r· Y/". 
VII. NEW BUSINESS (5 Minute~ 
Motion No. 00-32: Morris Uebelacker -That Section 7 .20.B.1.a.(4) of the Faculty Code be 
waived for the Summer of 2000 as provided for in Section 15.40 of the Faculty Code. 
(Exhibit D) 
VIII. OLD BUSINESS 
ADJOURNMENT 
***NEXT REGULAR SENATE MEETING: May 17, 2000*** 
BARGE 412 
Exhibit A 
- ()1o-J ;'tJYL. 2.10 A. 1. 
Who teach, coach, ser=ve as etflletie diFector, supervise, research, or engage in similar academic endeavors in which 
students receive credit or academic benefit and who hold one (1) of the following academic ranks: professor, associate 
professor or assistant professor, or wl=te hold ette-ef the followiRg professional designations:- lecturer Q! coach! 6f 
etflletie direeter; 
,,., A I . I . 1?\ 1'1 __::{ I")-./} fi~ ~ ... ? // 
4.67 coaches, Atflletie Director - Rights, Privileges, Limitations j f/ tJ (/ )'i · L.. U U ~r ~  
Except as otherwise provided in this Code, coaches eReJ etflletie directors have the following rights and privileges, and are 
subject to the following limitations: 
A. Individuals appointed to the position of coach or etflletie elireetor may be granted the academic rank for which 
they qualify according to Section 4.30. If, however, a coach or athletic director is granted academic rank and 
holds tenured or tenure-track status as a faculty member, subsequent salary adjustments are governed by the 
conditions of the approved faculty salary schedule in regard to rank and salary. However, such individuals shall 
not be granted tenure as coaches; 
B. A coach or atflletie eliFeetor is appointed for a term of service not to exceed one (1) year at a time and may be 
subsequently reappointed for an additional term or terms of service. Such individuals may be appointed to 
either full- or part-time positions; 
C. A coach or atflletie director shall have all rights, privileges, responsibilities and obligations as provided for in this 
Code for faculty as defined in Section 2.10 unless otherwise restricted by the provisions of this Code; 
D. Written notice by the president or his designee not to renew any coaching or atflletie director appointment shall 
be given no later than three (3) months prior to the expiration of the appointment. 
Rationale: This proposed elimination reflects an evolution in the position of athletic director over the last several years. The 
current position announcement for an athletic director does not designate that position as faculty. Thus, the Code Committee 
recommends the removal of the athletic director from this section with the sanction of the Office for Student Affairs . 
6.36 Notice ofTerf'l'liRetioR by Feeulty Mef'l'lber /i?tJfi ~ DO ':g fJdSSJl e/ 
5.40 
A. {Move to 5.40 A} Faculty f'I'ICf'l'lbers , eJefiReeJ iR SeetioR 2.10 A.1, ffiay terf'l'liRate tfleir Bf'f:lOiRtf'l'leRt:s at tfle 
uRi'tersity effeet.ive at tfle eReJ of aR ecedef'l'llc year, f3revieJed Rotice is giVeR at tfle earliest f:lOSsible opportunil)· , 
but Rot later tflen lf:lree (3) R'lOAtfls before tf:le end of BA eeeeleR'lie year or IFiirty (30) eleys after receiving 
fiOtifieatioR of tefffls of reeppoiRtffieflt, if efly, for !Fie ne><t eeeEleR'lic year, wf:liefle~·er elate occurs later. Faculty 
R'lCR'lbors R'lBY preperly re~ucst of tl=le Boafel of Trustees, tl'lfougl=l ti'le appropriate eheir, deaR, the provostl•vriee 
presieleflt for eeeeleR'lie affairs aRd ·the presieleAt e wei•vrer of1f:lis re<!'luiref'l'lcRt of notice if1 ease of Flardship or IR a 
situeHoR wi'lere subsleAtiel pr.ofessiof1el edvaRceffieRt woulel otflerwlse be deAied. 
B. Faculty R'lembers es defiAeel iA SeetioAs 2.10 A.2 a Ad 2.10 A.3 ere expecteel to giv·e at least three (3) R'lontfis 
Rotiee of resigRetioA. Such faculty R'lCR'lbers R'lay else proJ9erly request of the BoareJ of Trustees, through the 
appropriate chair, eleafl , ti'le provost/•tice pFesideAt fer eceelemic affairs BRel ti'le presideRt a waiver of ti'l is 
reetUif6R'lCflt. 
C. .Uflless oti'lerwise R'lutually agreed, faeully ffief'l'lbers as Elefil'led iA SeetioA 2.10 '+'t'i'lo termiRete ti'leir ser=viee 
't't'ithout givins ROtiee or ·.vi'!o fell to eef'l'lplete afl aeaelef'l'lle year or oti'ler 'terR'ls of ef'l'lplo)'ffiCAt, exeept UAder 
l'ligl-'lly uAusual eireuf'l'lstaRees, are resarded es 1'\aViflg bFeaet:~ee tfleir eofltFeet with ti'le university aAel iRt:~uiriAg 
f)Fospeeti:ife employers will be se iAferR'led. Request:s for aeeeptaAee of resigAe!ieA of suei'l faculty R'lCffibers 
R'ley be Qf8Ateel 't't'ilfi prejudice. 
D. BFeeci'l of coffltreet caA place the uRi·~·ersity iR a positieR ef 1-'!aresi'lip iR R'leetiAS its respoRsibili!ies to its sludcflt:s 
sAd its ser=viees to tl'le stele. Suci'l actioR oR ti'le part of faculty will be FegaraeeJ by lfle ufli·vrersity as a breaei'l of 
prefessieAel ethics. Fac1:1lly meR'lbers wi'lo breaei'l their eoAtraet ffiay be i'leleJ liable to the uAiversity for any 
eleR'lascs arisiAg ffef'l'l ti'lat breaei'l . . --} 4 
Notice of Termination and Resignation by Faculty Member m pf;;i!YJ (}I} .-~ j4SS'-t7 / 
A. {Formerly 5.35 A} Faculty members, defined in Section 2.10 A. 1, may terminate their appointments at the 
ur:~ iversity effective at the end of an· academic year. provided m;,tice is given at the earliest possible opportunity. 
but not later than three (3) months before the end of an academic year or thirty (30) days after receiving 
notification of terms of appointment, if any. for the next academic year. which ever date occurs later. Faculty 
members may properly request of the Board of Trustees, through the appropriate chair. dean. the provosUvice 
president for academic affairs and the president a waiver of this requirement of notice in case of hardship or In a 
situation where substantial professional advancement would otherwise be denied. 
A:-B. In the case of resignation , an official letter of resignation should be written by a resigning faculty member to the 
department chair for acceptance and for forwarding to the dean with the departmental recommendation. The 
letter should contain the date of writing, the effective date of resignation and the signature of the faculty 
member. The original of this letter shall be retained in the personnel folder of the resign ing faculty member. 
&.C. The dean shall notify the office of the provosVvice president for academic affairs of the resignation and indicate 
a recommendation on its acceptance. Included with the letter of transmittal should be two photostatic copies of 
the original letter of resignation. 
&.D. The provosUvice president for academic affairs will forward one copy of the letter of resignation to the president 
with a recommendation as to its acceptance and for possible inclusion on the Board of Trustees' agenda. All 
resignations of faculty members shall be subject to the approval of the Board of Trustees. 
Rationale: The Code Committee suggests this change in order to eliminate from the Faculty Code certain duplications between 
Sections 5.35 and 5.40 and a fossil left over from the 1970s. To the best of the Code Committee's knowledge, Sections 5.35 C 
and D have rarely, if ever, l!leen applied, even in the most egregious cases. The overwhelming number of faculty who resign 
from the university do so In a timely fashion that allows departments ar:~d schools/colleges to plan for their temporary or 
permanent replacement~ . r · (l ~ __# 
'DY"" D!J .... A...J.J< « t1rJ8'!j Faculty s all t use official university stationery, secretarial services, equipment, computers, materials and 
support facilities including mall and telephone, for outside private work. However, e faculty member~ may use 
fite their own business stationery or letterhead carrying !=tis their university title~ and f\e they may use his their 
afficial title~ in correspondence and reports pertaining to outside work. If sr:>eee, e~uipment, eAe ether facili ties 
of the ufli'9·ersity must be used iA eoAsuitiAg, they shell ee subjeet to eeAeitioAs ef eA egreemeAt betweeA the 
eensulteAt end the uAiversit,1 witfl respeet to direet eost iAetlffed, lleeility fer pcrseRel iAji:IF)', d~meges aAdler 
re~~ir te e~uipm:cAt; i'lewe~ver, it is URdersteeel tflet re~ular ecpertmeAt£11 activities tei(C preeeeleRee e·vcr sueh 
eoAsultiAg use. 
5.. In the conduct of consulting and other outside work of a professi0r:~al r:~alure, the fac::ulty member may 
not use university facilities, employees. materials, or equipment. It is important that faculty who engage 
in outside consulting clearly identify that they are doing so as independent professionals and not as 
repre-sentatives of Central Washington University. The Atterney General of the State of Washington 
w!ll not represent individuals in claims stemming from outside consulting work. 
F. Exclusions from this policy governing outside professional work are: 
Rationale: The Code Committee reluctantly introduces the proposed change to Section 7.30 D. 4 and new Section 7.30 F. 1 
and 2. The university's auditor brought to the committee's attention the conflict between the existing Section 7.30 D. 4 and the 
Washington State Ethics Law. The Code Committee double-checked the auditor by consulting the policies of the University of 
Washington and has copied its policy concerning outside work almost verbatim into the new section. 
Proposed new Section 7.30 F also copies verbatim the language of the University of Washington's policies concerning the 
scholarly and service work of faculty members. The proposed new section makes clear that faculty members may use university 
property in the course of performing traditional service and scholarly work. 
)17 P+' (JY""--' M "'3(;. ( tW<flv!U.") fUsS#c/ 
9.20 B. Te iA"o'ite applieatieAs fer prefessieAalleeves. seeuriAg IRe iAfermeitleA re~uiree frem applieal'lta aAe etepartmel'lts te meet 
tRe special eeRditieAs eutliRee il'l IRis Geele; 
To receive applications from the provost (See Section 9.25 A.); 
_ 9.25 B. ff. Ithe department chair§. or principal administrator§. eetl shall verify that the faculty member can be released and that 
the granting of leave can be substantially accommodated within existing staff~; They he shall do so in writing te-#te 
prefessienalleave eemmittee as they he transfers the faculty member!s~ request to the eemmittee dean and provost. 
Individual faculty members in the department may agree to overloads, however, to make the leave possible. No 
application sha!! be considered by the committee that is not first endorsed by the department chair, principal 
administrator and dean. 
Professional Leave - Reports h 
·fn{fj~ ~ 
A written summary report of the use of the professional leave shall be submitted by the faculty member, in et:lp~ete , te 
IRe professieRelleeve eemmittee to the provost/vice president for academic affairs within two months after the faculty 
member's return to the university. One of the copies shall be forwarded by the rov.ost/vlce . resident for academic 
affairs eemmiUee te the pre· .. est(·o~iee presielel'lt fer aeaeemie affairs ~eave eommittee. rt; 
_a ~gatJrr<p~ c&({i;OAaa;_ · .r:=r,~JtJd · 
Rationafe! T e thanges s.ugges 6r the professional lbave poiTc~r at the request of the provost. The changes in 9.20 B 
and 9.30 conform to past practice and take into account the fact that changes occur regularly in the membership of the 
professional and retraining leave committee, sometimes creating a vacuum of responsibility for receiving applications and reports 
concerning the use of the leave. 
The change proposed for 9.25 B formulates the responsibility of the department chair in a more positive form than the current 
wording and also takes into account the fact that it is the provost's office that receives applications and forwards them to the 
profession~! -~nd retrainiiJ.Q le~mmittee. .# 
/)? l)TP7Y'- Oo .-_. "r ;::; c/ SS1? d' 
3.25 Committees I 
7. The Faeulty Senate research and development committee shall be concerned, every two years. with devising , 
cc:mductinq, and communicating the results of the faculty opinion survey of administrators. In alternate years the 
study committee shall be concerned with studying the conditions of faculty salary equitv as defined by Section 
8.46 of this Faculty Code and shall make re.commendations for remedies and adlustments to the Faculty 
Senate. to appropriate standing committees of the Faculty Senate, to the Board of Trustees, the university's 
presiderat and to provost/viee president for academic affairs. The committee shall also study and recommend 
action on other issues relevant to faculty development. 
Rationale: The proposed addition of a Faculty Senate standing committee occurs at the request of the Faculty Senate executive 
committee. The executive committee desires to distribute the additional work of the Faculty Senate that has accumulated due to 
salary amJ other concerns moy venly across the faculty and to regularize the assignment of such tasks. 
kY7 :rl/( 6Y\- viJ- '3 £) « ss.e -/ / ~.25 Assignment to Units l ~-r 
A. The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs and/or program directors, will establish a list of 
units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name the faculty member(s) in each unit; 
.L New faculty members shall. be Splecifically assigned to a unit at the time of appointment; 
2. University administrators, originally appointed to their positions without faculty status but who 
subsequently are appointed to a tenure-track/tenured position with academic rank. shall be assigned to 
a unit and begin to acquire seniority as of their appointment to faculty status in aecordance with Section 
11 .30 H of the Faculty Code: 
3. After c::onsultation , the university shall notify a faculty member in writing of any change in assignment in 
order to comply with Section 11.30 H of the Faculty Code: 
C. Within elJ) unit the order to layoff as defined in Section 11.30 H. 2 shall prevail. 
m cfr'PrJ oo- ~~. t//A''.SS/4" 
11 .30 Financial Exigency- Pro'cedures 
A. ... this draft shall list the names of affected faculty members ' as determined on the basis of the procedures of 
11.30 G !:i below .. .. 
G. 2. Laid off faculty members shall be listed by department or program and by an unit formally created and recorded 
(Section 11.30 G. 1) and in order of layoff as defined in Section 11.30 G .t! of the Faculty Code; 
G. 3. The university may not fill a vacancy in a department or program, or in any unit formally created and receded 
(Section 11.30 G .t! 1 ), for which there are names on its re-employment list who are qualified for the vacant 
position: 
H.1.a The dean, in consultation with the appropriate department chairs, program directors and faculty within each 
department, Will establish a list of units for those areas reporting to him or her, listing by name and in order of 
seniority as defined in Section 11.30 G!:::! 2, the faculty member(s) in each unit. .. 
H.1.f. Within each unity the order of layoff as defined in Section 11.30 G .t!. 2 shall prevail; 
H.3.b. Service at Central Washington University shall be measured from the date of appointment to the tenure-
track/tenured faculty by the Board of Trustees ... 
Rationale: This substantive proposed change was the subject of a Faculty Code interpretation presented to the Board of 
Trustees at its meeting on February 11 . It should now be incorporated into the Code itself. 
The changes concerning 1/ll.30 . and H. are housekeeping measures and correct a mistake that crept into the Code some 
years ago. r . '4 iJ A r- r"* d m 0 -r/ 6'1'- vO 6P"' r « .....J....)A: 
14:40 Chairs - Contracts " 
The contract for chairs shall normally extend for nine (9) months of the academic year. Chairs with longer than normal contracts 
shall have monthly duties enumerated by the dean that are comparable t0 the duties performed in each of the other nine (9) 
months. The schedule of compensation for chairs in money and released time shall be published eAAuelly aleA!J with the feeult·y 
selaf)' seale in the Central Washington University Policies and Procedures Manual. 
Rationale: This proposed change suggests inserting the policy for the remuneration of chairs in the policies and procedures 
manual in order to eliminate the/ ~ed for the provost's office to issue unnecessary amounts of paper annually. 
~ ~d~l IO~u~ :..:'r.rs f:u:.:;::;~ere a slandard professional record form, supplied by the provosVvice 
president for academic affairs, recording their services to the institution and their professional activities and file it with the 
appropriate chair and dean as part of their permanent record. These files are examined carefully when promotions and 
merit increases are considered, and are useful when candidates for special academic assignments are being sought. 
1. [Formerly 8.65 0.1 A faculty member shall submit an updated professional record form to be considered for 
merit and promotion. 
~ [Formerly 8.65 E.J The contents of each faculty member's personnel file will be available for his 0r her 
inspection at any time, with the excep>tion 0f the original letters of reeommendation. These letters are sent 
under the assumption that confidentiality will be observed to the extent allowed by law. The university wil l not 
honor requests to send c0pies of personnel file transcripts or placement files to others, as this is the function of 
the institution providing the originals. 
kt, tZZ5&5 4PP 
Rationale: For this section, the Code Committee merely suggests a more logical arrangement of the Faculty Code. 
Exhibit B 
WildCatlife.com Overview: Wildcatlife.com will be a universal calender providing students living on and off campus one 
place to go to find out about all activities and events on campus. It will be the most current and comprehensive source 
for finding out about student life. The ASCWU hopes to dramatically increase student involvement in campus activities. 
If you have any questions please call Tiffany Barr at 963-1697. 
Exhibit C 
Program Deletions: 
M.A. English, Teaching Option 
M.A. English Language Learning 
1. Degree title: M.A. English, Teaching Option 
1. Text of old and new program versions: N/A 
2. Clean copy of program: N/A 
4. Justification: The faculty who taught in the program have retired, and there is no interest in the program. 
5. Impact on departmental load: None 
6. Impact on instructional costs: None 
7. Related curriculum changes: Deletion of Courses- ENG 587 and ENG 589. 
8. Notification to departments affected: Teacher Education and PsychOology Departments have been notified and both support. 
9. Time elements for revised program: N/A 
10. Provisions for currently enrolled students: Two students currently on-leave are still registered in the program. Course 
exceptions will be made to help the two students complete if they so wish. 
1. Degree title: M.A. English Language Learning 
2. Test of old and new program versions: N/A 
3. Clean copy of program: N/A 
4. Justification for the change: The faculty who taught in the program have retired, and there is no interest in the program. 
5. Impact on departmental load: None 
6. Impact on instructional costs: None 
7. Related curriculum changes: Deletion of ENG 587 and ENG 589 
8. Notification to departments affected: Teacher Education and PsychOology Departments have been notified and both 
support. 
9. Time elements for revised program: N/A 
1 0. Provisions for currently enrolled students: No students currently in program. 
Exhibit D 
ADCO proposes that Section 7.20.8.1.a.(4) of the Faculty Code be waived for the summer of 2000 as provided for in Section 15.40 of 
the Faculty Code. Due to the financial uncertainties of the cost of implementing this section of the Code, it seems to be in the best 
interest of the departments, colleges/schools and the university to take this action for this summer. 
In place of Section 7.20 we recommend that the payment be within the limits of the amount the student pays for the credits (for thesis 
and individual study) with the following distribution: The standard amount be take off the top for the overhead (I forget what this is) and 
the rest be distributed to the faculty. In the case of thesis credits, this would be determined by the school/college and department, as to 
the distribution between chair and committee members. 
We also recognize that the problem with field activities that are incurred by departments such as geology, geography, anthropology and 
others has not been addressed in this proposal nor in the Code. 
Rationale: 
It has been determined that the "green stamp" criteria will not work for summer and since summer is self support we must live within our 
means. These means get stretched rather thin when we look at departments that might have several theses or individual study. 
While we recognize that we need to pay faculty for what they do and that we have not been doing this, it seems that we are taking on 
too much at one time. The almighty dollar is again a driving force. 
Some examples of the problem are as follows. 
Example: Suppose you are full professor chairing a thesis committee this summer and the student signs up for six thesis credits. 
According to the Code and the interpretation thereof you would receive two credits of pay. If you were to get $1000 for each credit plus 
26% benefits it would cost approximately $2500 for you to chair this committee. The student, in the meantime, would be paying 
$126/credit or a total of $756. This would give a net difference, just to pay the chair ofthe committee, of $1744 in the red. 
It obviously would create some severe problems if there were very many of these and the department was borderline on enrollment in 
their regular classes. This also does not take into account any of the other committee members being compensated for their work. 
Example: Same scenario as above but this time with individual study. Here, for graduate credit the cost factor would be half, but still 
incurring a deficit. If these were undergraduate credits then the cost deficit would increase substantially. The difference between the 
two being six credits for graduate and 8 credits for undergraduate with the fee differential. Keeping in mind this would only be for 
summer 2000, we would hope there could be Code changes that would make the summer school part of this more easy to implement. 
Addendum to Proposed Code C~nges: May 3, 2000 Faculty Senate Meeting 
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5.25 Acg~:~isition of Tenure - Prooationi& Period?' 
F. Each year department chairs shall meet with every probationary faculty member individually before 
recommendations for reappointments are submitted to the dean. In this meeting the chair will review 
the probationers' records and the evaluations of the probationers' performance submitted by the 
tenured and tenure-track faculty of the department. The chair, the tenured and tenure-track faculty and 
the probationer will develop a plan for improvement if necessary. Upon the request of the probationer. 
such a plan will be a written document and constitute part of the probationer's professional record. In 
order to promote consistency, departments shall devise written criteria and procedures for evaluating 
probationary faculty for the award of tenure. 
Rationale: This proposal seeks to provide additional support for a probationer as he or she progresses toward tenure. 
IJ1i.t! :?:;:cue ;:.~er~~ed c::::: ~o~onal improvement shall supply evidence for each of the 
above criteria, eeRsisteRt ·with the type ef professioRsl ifflpreveffieRt desired ~Seet.ieR 8.70 B ami 8.75 A) using 
the standard professional record form as specified in Section 8.65 C. of this Faculty Code and other materials 
eonsistent with the criteria establist:\ed by the university relevant to Section 8.40 of this Faculty Code and by the 
faculty member's college/school and department for the award of merit and pr:omotion. 
Rationale: The Code Committee, with this proposal, seeks to make clear that faculty members desiring promotion and 
In 
merit awards must submit evi1!(nc to support their applications. lf·h (5)1__ 0 () .-Lf 'j) _/"I ~ v-- / 
7 .32 Honoraria T c.--r 
A. Faculty members are specifically authorized to receive honoraria (money or a thing of value) for a 
speech, appearance. article, or similar item or activity in connection with the faculty member's 
professional role. Honoraria may include money or a thing of value offered for serving on scholarly or 
advisory bodies relating to the faculty member's academic work or for serving on public commissions. 
boards of philanthropic organizations. review panels or accreditation teams, or similar activities. 
B. Faculty members may not receive honoraria under the following circumstances: 
1.., The person. company, or organization offering the hon0rarium wants. or could reasonably be 
expected 'to want, to sell @00ds or services to Central Washington Universit¥. and the facu ttx 
member is in a position to· influence the university's decision to acquire that type of good or 
service: 
2. The person offering the honorarium is regulated by Central Washington University, and the 
faculty member is in a positi0n to participate In the regulation; 
3. The person offering the honorarium Is seeking or opposing or is reasonably likely to seek or 
oppose enactment of legislation or adoption of administrative rules or actions, or policy 
changes by the university , and the faculty member may participate in the enactment of 
adoption. 
4. The payment is Inconsistent with Section 7.30 of this Faculty Code. 
Rationale: The Code Committee proposes this new section at the request of the university's auditor who has pointed 
out the conflict between the lack of such a section and the Washington State Ethics Law. The Code Committee has 
copied the language almost verbatim of the University of Washington's policy concerning the receipt of honoraria by 
employees of the university. 
/J7o-f?t1h- DO~ <..fL( j4'5'~ 
9.92 
H. The university academic administrators will make every effort to arrange teaching schedules to 
accommodate the reduced loads and personal plans of the phased retiree and the phased retiree's 
right to teach up to forty (40) percent (15 contact hours) per academic year, or any portion of the 
academic year in which the faculty member is officially on phased retirement. Phased retirees may not 
teach more than forty (40) percent (15 contact hours) of a full load in any calendar year. 
Rationale: The Code Committee proposes this change in order that the Faculty Code conform to the requirements of 
the Revised Code of Washington. 
·-··-~· ... . -~ 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
ELLENSBURG • LYNNWOOD • MOSES LAKE • SEATAC • STEILACOOM • WENATCHEE • YAKIMA 
OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR 
TO: Faculty Senate 
FROM: Tracy Schwindt, Associate Registrar4 
DATE: April3,2000 
RE: Commencement and Honors Convocation Participation 
All faculty are encouraged and welcome to participate in the 2000 commencement -
activities. Honors Convocation will be held on Friday evening, June 9th at 8:00p.m. in 
McConnell Auditorium. On-campus commencement will be held outdoors at 
Tomlinson Field on June lOth at 10:00 a.m. and the Westside commencement will be 
held Sunday, June 11th at 1:30 p.m. at Highline Community College. 
Participants needing to rent commencement regalia (caps, gowns, hoods) should 
contact Jean DeBusschere at the University Store at 963-1362. The rental deadline is 
April lOth. 
If you wish to participate, please return the participation form previously distributed to 
departments or call 963-3012. To assist the Associate Registrar with setup preparations a 
response prior to May 15th would be appreciated. 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7465 • 509-963-3001 • FAX: 509-963-3022 
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INTEROFFICE MEMORANDUM 
TO: THE FACULTY SENATE 
FROM: THE UNDERGRADUATE RESEARCH PROGRA.MVi-
SUBJECT: SOURCE 2000 
Greetings! The Undergraduate Research Program, sponsored by the RGK 
Foundation, is looking forward to presenting SOURCE 2000 on May 19, 2000. As 
the event will take place in the new science building on a Friday, we have 
requested that instructors release their classes to participate in the event. Last 
year, we were fortunate to have approximately 100 students participate by 
presenting oral or poster presentations. We are hoping that by hosting the event 
on a Friday this year and encouraging liberal art submissions, that even more 
students will be able to showcase their research or creative expression. 
If you have any questions regarding the symposium, or the undergraduate 
research program in general, feel free to either email me at 
leejes@cwu.edu or phone me at 933-1743 or 929-2379 
Thanks 
Jessica Lee 
Assistant to the Director 
of Undergraduate Research 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Faculty Senate 
November 5, 1999 
Mr. David Hedrick, Interim Coordinator 
summer Session 
campus--7408 
Dear David, 
At its meeting on October 27, the Code Committee discussed the 
relationship of summer school and Section 7. 20 of the Code at 
length. At that time, we had some preliminary.figures concerning 
the costs and revenues from summer session, 1999, and we made some 
crude estimates as we went along. As a result of our discussions, 
we recommend the following. 
1) For the administration of ·section 7. 20, maintain a strict 
barrier between summer school and the regular academic year for the 
administration of credits generated by a thesis/project chair, by 
members of thesis/project committees, and by supervisors of 
individual studies/internships. 
2) Payment in money during summer session is an acceptable way of 
remunerating faculty for the supervision of individual studies as 
covered by Section 7.20 of the Faculty Code. If payment is to be 
made, however, it should be at the regular summer session rate of 
pay per credit hour up to a maximum of 15 credit hours. If a 
faculty member generates more than 15 credit hours for himself or 
herself through the supervision of theses/projects/individual 
studies, then that additional amount of work would be 
Y.nremunerated. 
In wrestling with this problem, we raised and think we resolved the 
following issues. In viewing the operation of summer school, one 
should take into account that the students receive the same amount 
of credit for the same amount of work during both the summer 
session and the quarters of the regular academic year. The 
faculty, for its part, does the same amount of work. To divorce 
the summer pay rate from that of the regular academic year will 
simply continue to depress faculty salaries. The summer tuition 
level is certainly one factor that influences costs, revenues and 
profits. Considering the clientele that drives 
theses/projects/individual studies during the summer session, it 
would not be unreasonable to raise graduate tuition to a level that 
more nearly covers the cost of graduate education. 
In recommending a cap of 15 credits for a faculty member's load 
during the summer, the committee is adhering to the code change 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926· 7509 • Barge 409 • 509-963·3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX: 509-963-3206 
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GUIDELINES FOR THE APPLICATION OF SECTION 7.20 
November 30, 1999 
The following set of guidelines is being distributed by. the Office of the Provost/Vice 
President for Academic Affairs to attempt to bring greater clarity to the application of 
Section 7.20.B ofthe Faculty Code. · · 
These guidelines have resulted from a series of discussions involving the college deans, 
the Faculty Senate Code Committee, Dr. Richard Mack (in relation to thesis credits), 
and Dr. David Hedrick (in relation to summer session). Not iill. parties.agree on every 
element presented in _these guidelines. The Code Committee is working on further 
clarification of Section 7.20.B to consider as potential code changes for implementation 
in Fall2000. However, for Academic Year 1999-2000 and for Summer Session 2000, 
the following principles are to be used to guide. the assignment and tracking of student 
credit hours and faculty contact hours under 7.20.B. 
1. Department chairs will maintain two accounts for each faculty member, 
Account 1 will maintain a record for thesis supervision i:.iJ.cluding the following: ( 1) 
graduate student names, (2) student credit hours, (3) accompanying facu1ty contact 
hours accumulated during the academic year and summer session (7.20.B.4.c and 
7.20.B.4.d) by thesis committee chairs. before theses are submitted by studen~, and 
(4) a notation designating whether the supervision was as5igned by the university or 
requested by the faculty member. 
Account 2 will record faculty contact hours available to be considered for possible 
overload remuneration for (a) undergraduate-level individual studies supervision, (b) 
500-level individual studies supervision, (c) thesis chair activities moved from 
Account 1 following the submission of the appropriate thesis, and (d) thesis 
committee membership activities. Account 2 will record the following elements for 
each occurrence: (1) the student name, (2) the student credit hours where 
applicable, (3) the accompanying facu1ty contact hours, and (4) a notation 
designating whether the supervision was assigned by the university or requested by 
the faculty member. 
A maximum of 6 faculty contact hours of credit in Accounts 1 and 2 combined may 
be carried forward from the end of any spring quarter to the subsequent academic 
year. 
2. This system of credit/faculty-contact-hour banking begins Fall 1999. There will be 
no retroactive counting of credits that were generated before that term. 
3. Credits generated during summer session for individual studies supervision 
described in 7.20.B.4.a and 7.20.B.4.b will be compensated with salary. These 
summer session credits cannot be compensated by banking with eventual 
reassigned time. They will not be assigned by the university but may be considered 
at the request of faculty members. 
Credits generated during summer session for thesis supervision by the chair of a 
thesis committee that do not result in the summer-session submission of a thesis 
by the student will be recorded in Account 1. 
Faculty contact hours generated during summer session for thesis supervision by 
the c,ommittee chair that do result in summer-session submission of a thesis by the 
o~~c, -~f"~, 
Q ~ 
~ 
CeNTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
March 15, 2000 
Ms. . Linda aeath .. Chair 
Faculty Senate 
Campus---7509 
Dear Linda, 
Faculty Senate 
RECEIVED 
MAR 1 6 2000 
CWU FACJ..J1.1Y SE~MTf 
Thank you for sharing with us the proposed motion of the Academic 
Department Chairs' Organization (ADCO) concerning the application 
of Faculty Code Section 7. 20 B. 1. a. (4l ,_ as interpreted by the 
Guidelines of November 30, 1999, during summer session 2000. At 
its meeting on March 8, 2000 the Code Conunittee discussed the 
proposed motion and comments as follows: 
11 Althou~h the motion purports to suspend the section because of 
financial uncertainties, as allowed by Faculty Code Section 15~ 40, 
in reality it proposes a substitute for the current Code without 
adhering to the proper procedures. The motion's proposal to pay 
faculty for individual studies of various types according_ to credit 
hours generated completely alters not only the letter but the 
spirit of Section 7.20 B. 1. a. (4}. Furthermore, if adopted,__ the 
motion will set a precedent for future action during summer school 
andL :gerhaps. during the regular academic year. Such precedent 
setting action will further erode faculty salaries, running counter 
to currently stated g_oals to raise such salaries. 
The proposed motion will also set the 
colleges/ schools' establishing their own rates 
individual studies, l e ading to disparities in 
concomitant mo r ale probl ems that the Facul ty Code 
precedent of 
of payment for 
p ayment and to 
s eeks to avoid. 
2) The motion's proposed form of payment for summer session, 2000 
is one sugg_ested by the associate dean of the College of the 
Sciences last year during the discussions about summer school and 
individual studies. At the time that he made these sugg_estions, 
senators did not react to them positively and, in its vote on 
summer salaries as well as individual studies, the Faculty Senate 
implicitly rejected them. Most disturbing to the Code Committee 
is th.:: attempt to achi.::v.:: through the "back door" what was not 
achieved by moving through the "front door." 
3l The_ rationale for the.. mo.tion_,. that. financiaL circ.ums.tanc.e.s. make 
payment for indiv idual studies of all types difficult, reveals that 
the motion's framers have not adequately read the guidelines for 
the application of Section 7.20 B. 1. a. (4) promulgated by the 
400 E. 8th Avenue • Ellensburg WA 98926-7509 • Barge 409 • 509-963-3231 • SCAN 453-3231 • FAX: 509-963-3206 
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• I 
Linda Beath 
Page Three 
being. discussed, and that you include in the agenda a copy of the 
guidelines for the administration of 7. 20 during this summer 
session. 
Sincerely, 
Beverly 
Faculty 
ckart •.. Chair 
ate Code Committee 
.I 
J. A. Norton 
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Central Washington University Office of Institutional Studies 
ACADEMIC PROFILES 
. . 
The Academic Profiles have been developed to assist the university in decision making and planning. Since 
the data reported are annual averages, slight discrepancies may appear due. to rounding error; please be 
aware that they will not reconcile exactly to other reports. · 
A note of caution: While efforts have been made to maintain faculty records based on data from the Faculty 
Equity study, FTE are still incomplete. We are working to obtain this information from the new PeopleSoft 
system. Until then, faculty FTE and headcount will lack precision. 
Selected programs have been grouped under departments as follows: 
Allied Health Science -
Asian Studies 
Biological Sciences 
Political Science 
English Humanities 
Gerontology 
Loss Control Mgt 
Safety Education 
Women's Studies 
- Sociology 
lET 
lET 
Political Science 
Science Education and Social Science remain separate entities. 
Academic Skills, University Studies and Individual Studies will be reported as separate "departments" and 
"colleges" and are included in the Institutional Profile report. Also, a group called "Unidentified Faculty" is 
included to show faculty (generally adjuncts) whose department of record was not recorded in the Human 
Resources (HRS) system. They have been added in to give accurate totals on the Institutional Profile but will 
not, of course, appear on any other profile except as a separate entity. 
The following definitions apply to all Academic Profile Report sub-sections: 
1. AVG ENROLLMENT 
Enrollment totals are reported by the center where the courses were taught. Any courses not specifically 
assigned to Lynnwood, Moses .Lake, Steilacoom, fort Lewis, SeaTac, Wenatchee or Yakima are assigned to 
the Ellensburg location by default. 
SCH: Student Credit Hours. For each course (excluding continuing education) credits are multiplied by total 
enrollment. 
FTES: Full Time Equivalent Students. Based on OFM prescribed formulas using 15 as a divisor of 
undergraduate courses and 10 for graduate (500 level and above) courses. SCH divided by the divisor equals 
FTES. 
Seat Count: Total number of seats filled. Represents the total number of students enrolled in each class at 
each location. Since most students are enrolled in more than one class, this number does not represent a 
physical headcount. 
Knokec 
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Central Washington University Office of Institutional Studies 
ACADEMIC PROFILES 
2. AVG #COURSES 
Total courses are added up for an academic year and divided by three for average courses in a quarter. 
Distance Education classes are counted once, regardless of the number of sections. 
Regular: Regular courses are defined as those with an enrollment greater than one and not a thesis, 
individual or field study, practica etc. 
Enrollment Of 1: The number of class sections for the year having only one student enrolled, exclusive of 
the two categories below. 
Practica, Fld, lndv: Professional Lab experiences and practica, field experience, individual study. 
Thesis: 700 level courses 
3. FTE RATIOS 
An important note about faculty FTE: 
We are currently restricted to using the Human Resources system to obtain faculty data. This system was 
designed primarily as a payroll system and does not perform well as an employee tracking application nor 
does it interface with course activity on the Student Information System. Also, data pertinent to faculty are 
frequently not maintained, particularly in the area of part time temporary personnel. For example, an adjunct 
may be paid out a college budget and never assigned to a specific department. Teaching assistants are also 
not reported. The graduate office has a list of Teaching Assistants but has no record as to whether they teach 
or assist and no record as to actual FTE contribution. 
In Fall of 1998, Institutional Studies performed a survey as part of the Faculty Equity study. Using data 
collected, we set up a manual system on faculty. However, this is only a partial system; part time instructors 
were not surveyed and will not be included until Fall of 1999. Also, it would not be useful to show a three year 
trend using different data sources. Only the HRS data were used for the Academic Profiles. 
AVG_FACUL TY FTE: Average full and part time faculty. 
AVG SCH per FTEF: Average Student Credit Hours for all courses divided by average faculty FTE. 
AVG FTES per FTEF: Average Student FTE divided by average faculty FTE. 
GENERAL ED: This item will not appear for departments which have no General Education courses. If 
present, it represents the percent of classes taught that may have served to fulfill general education 
requirements. There is no way to determine if a student took the course for general education or as part of a 
major. Therefore, this number is meaningful more as a comparative item between colleges than as an 
indicator of general education teaching load. 
4. AVG CLASS SIZE 
Level: Average enrollment by Class level divided by the average overall enrollment for that level. Calculated 
only for regular courses with over one student enrolled. 
Overall Avg. Class Size: Class average overall for regular courses. 
Knokec 
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Central Washington University Office of Institutional Studies 
ACADEMIC PROFILES 
5. FACULTY 
FTEF: Full and part time faculty FTE. Some faculty are classified _as 'part time' even though their FTE 
equals 1. These people are on quarterly contracts. 
HC: Headcount. The number of persons employed as faculty in the department. 
Faculty FTE and headcount were derived from HRS at the beginning of each Fall quarter. If the faculty count 
appears low, particularly under the part time, lecturer category, this is because temporary faculty are not 
always assigned to a department . 
6. MAJORS 
Major 1: Headcount of students who have declared a primary major in this department as of spring quarter of 
the associated year. For example, the academic year 1994-95 shows majors as of spring 1995. 
Major 2: Headcount of students who have declared their second major (for their primary degree) in this 
department. 
7. DEGREEJCERT 
The number of degrees and certificates awarded by the department during a full year. A full year includes 
graduates from the summer of one year through the spring of the following year. 
Knokec 
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917199 Central Washington University Department of Institutional Studies 
Institutional Profile 
1 1996-97 1 1 1997-98 1 1 19-9s-9s 1 
!~_Y.~ ~~-~?~~~NT ' SCH _ : ,FTES \ S~a.tpount .i 
, ,,__ _, 
Ellensburg 98,305.6 6,631.3 27,372.0 
Fort Lewis 69.3 4.6 19.7 
Lynnwood 4,774.7 318.3 1,009.0 
SeaTac 4,587.3 314.6 1,021 .3 
Steilacoom 1,389.3 92.6 357.0 
Wenatchee 763.3 50.9 216.7 
Yakima 935.0 62.3 257.0 
Total 110,824.6 7,474.7 30,252.6 
··: i.:;AVG ANNUAL FTE,,r"'J ~rt"-<~:" j,;., ~ .. J·:~~~::.t ,"!I -" ... . ,. I,; ~ ~-'. 
.... J ... - .l: • ./· i!• .~ -a_...-J~··.. ·1.~~ . . 
AVG Faculty FTE 406.4 
Enrollment of 1 127 Avg SCH per FTE 272.7 
Practica, Fld, lnd 566 Avg FTES per FTE 18.4 
Thesis 56 
' 
. 
Total 2,050 GENERAL ED 21 .7% 
IAVG ENROLLMENT ·. · SCH ':; .,, -F.TES ·:Seat.Count. '.. '' i 
~ 1 . _:_-." . < .... ~·= --~ .. , ,·., . i· -~· ._ ·: -. · ,: ·~ · .. ' ·. :..::,,. ·;· .. : ~~ . .. :: ·~<·.:}~.\ ~. , : : ~ .: ___.:_ ~, 
Ellensburg 96,791.6 6,534.8 28,121.6 
Lynnwood 4,655.0 310.3 993.4 
SeaTac 5,467.7 
Steilacoom 1,417.7 
Wenatchee 1,295.7 
Yakima 1,072.7 
Total 110,700.3 
'A VG # COORSESIQTR • l :: : :· ~-- ~Is: \,J.~..~.,. '"' ~_. ·.~ -.. 
" ... :.:1 .1 -..;,.c . ~ ·--· -~~- ~ · "! . 
Regular 1,402 
Enrollment of 1 140 
Practica, Fld, lnd 627 
Thesis 71 
Total 2,239 
377.1 
94.5 
100.3 
76.6 
7,493.6 
1,253.6 
373.3 
317.6 
292.0 
31,351 .6 
. 
··, 
Avg SCH per FTE 268.5 
Avg FTES per FTE 18.2 
~ ~ · ~ 
GENERAL ED 21 .0% 
i9~~~~LL .~ V,q, C.tA.S~. SI:Zp l\:fl· ~~~~~;~~~15~~. ~ 
23.2 1 , evel , •;)~ . ·~ Avg Enf j tovERALL' AVGta.Ass stzi: 1·-· · -~- :. . . ........ 1.-a. l ···i . ~ :,. :> ',, , 22.4 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
23.6 
22.1 
19.7 
15.5 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
79.4 
91 .2 
26.2 ,. 
Bachelors ~· ;"_.,,,oi..;;,JIJ'.J ' 1 
BA 638 
BED 301 
BMS 19 , 
BS 923 ! 
--- - 1 1,881 ' 
2.0 2.0 
3.5 4 .7 
47.2 110.3 
l .. -~t · •r.-. ·i• , .. as ers _·.11 MA • .; 231' 
MAT 4 
MED 
MFA 
MM 
MS 
• 6:, 
g ' 
60 
1 '641 
• ·- ~~--- ~.:ai. ... - ~ 
100 26.2 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
' , Certificates 
540 
23.5 
21 .4 
19.2 
15.5 
BED 
BMS 
BS 
1.3 
4 .3 
112.7 
304 MAT 3 
31 MED 75 
963 MFA 2 
-----:;1,..,,9=91.-ij MM 71 
MS 50 ! 
154: 
,AVG ENROLLMENT . • SCH · . FTES ,'Seat Count 
' .,.O:.L ; - .. ~ , 
96,944.6 28,361.3 Ellensburg 6,548.8 
Lynnwood 4,243.0 282.9 911 .7 
SeaTac 5,911.7 410.5 1,388.6 
Steilacoom 1,553.0 104.7 399.6 
Wenatchee 1,127.7 87.6 323.3 
Yakima 910.3 65.3 252.3 
Total 110,690.3 .7,499.8 31,636.9 
:AVG # COURSES/QTR : J [. ·• FTE}~~TI<?S:. ;· 
- ' .: . ~-~ -- .>i <.· ·:: .. · ! f .  ~ .. ~ . "> ," ~!' ... r; :-c, •. '·< :: _~ ..-· ~ 
Regular 1,413 '.A.vg Fa~ult~· FTE 404.7 
Enrollment of 1 145 Avg SCH per FTEF 273.5 
Practica, Fld, lnd 631 Avg FTES per FTE 18.5 
Thesis 
Total 
89 
2,278 
.~~~· ~-c~~;~ ~~~~ !:· j Lev~l •c• ·Avg Enr, 
~ .,._ ,.__ ___; t 
100 26.7 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
22.9 
21 .7 
18.8 
15.0 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
-
, MA'JORS ' 
·····'· 
Malor?! .Major'2 , 
.~.,. ..... - ~ ._u. .... ' 
5,295 . 303 j; 
ICE~TIFIC~ TFS ,I 
483 
GENERAL ED f9.4% 
;ovE~~LL·~'{G Cl.J\~5" SIZ): 
22.4 
0.0 0.0 
6.1 8.0 
43.4 99.4 
. J.,.J • • 
l~!chel?~2ii :M~CIS~E!~ ~ ·2 ! 
BED 303: MAT 3 
BMS 15 j MED 77 
BS 947 j MFA 7 
1 ,893 ~ ~~ ~~~ 
159 
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1
--- 1996-97 I I 1997-9a 1 1 1998-99 1 
~{'-~?~E~ ~~J!,..~J ql~~9f.!t ?:~;~ ~ea\ Cou.~l ·;Wi 
Ellensburg 27,597.3 1,857.0 7,802.0 
Lynnwood 311 .3 20.8 77.0 
SeaTac 188.0 12.5 51 .7 
Steilacoom 57.3 3.8 14.3 
Yakima 49.3 3.3 12.3 
Total 28,203.3 1,897.4 7,957 .3 
• ,.~ f~"h ~-· .FTE RATIOS .. l< k :;;_~ "l 
..l:."l.-.,-:::" • .:::.~ , , t' ··n, j.~:. · 11. 1·~; '1 ~~:!1 433 I •~ ' -1.1.'· '' .:;. •• ~!1~ -~· • 
Enrollment of 1 
Practica, Fld, lnd 
Thesis 
Total 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Prof~ssor 
Lecturer 
AVG Faculty FTE 99.9 
90 AVG SCH per FTEF 282.3 
114 AVG FTES per FTEF 19.0\ 
12 
648 GENERAL ED 26.3% 
17.2 
13.3 
I 
7.6 
:ovERAtL,AVG CLASS SIZE 
c. .. '"18.4 .. :. ·. '. -~ ··' 
25.5 
5.6 
1.5 1.7 
10.4 17.0 
j ~ac~e,l_o~{i j ~ rJia~ters •·i j 
BA 221 MA 21 
BMS 19 MFA 4 
:.::40 MM 9 
34 
~~VG EN~O~LM~f-4T::';A~~~1~~t~~§. -:.t\j ~~at ~~unt , 
'·. ,· .. · "· .- : . . · .............. _...lj! ......... ~ ... ;.. ... ... .. .. ... : .. ·.· .. . ,_ . 
Ellensburg 25,738.4 1,732.5 7,330.0 
Lynnwood 226.0 
SeaTac 100.3 
Steilacoom 54.3 
Wenatchee 44.0 
Yakima 23.3 
Total 26,186.4 
lA_ VG #COURSES.' :· 'f;.:;;J~:j &~· ;; :,·:.:. . r:·:'-"' ' : - ~· . .!t./ .~~~~.~ - ~.-~~~-
ReguJar 427 
Enrollment of 1 97 
Practica, Fld, lnd 105 
Thesis 13 
15.1 56.0 
6.7 30.7 
3.6 14.0 
2.9 13.3 
1.6 6.7 
1,762.4 7,450.6 
AVG SCH per FTEF 259.21 
I AVG FTES per FTEF 17.41 
Total 642 GENERAL ED 25.8% 
1AVG ENROLLMENT SCH. : • · FTES ~ , Seat Count ~ '~~· ,· ..... ~ :. . . ~ ~ . . . . ) ' ...• . . :.:' :-..... ~ ~;:., ·. ;; ~ ~ .,-· . ~ - ' : . 
Ellensburg 24,994.3 1,682.2 7,123.0 
Lynnwood 190.0 
SeaTac 222.7 
Steilacoom 52.0 
Wenatchee 80.3 
Yakima 29.3 
Total 25,568.6 
IAVG~#- COURSEs•·· .· ~.,; 
~l ..:~ .. -· 11-i-.,. .•. _ -~. ~~1,._ 
Regular 438 
Enrollment of 1 89 
Practica, Fld, lnd 115 
Thesis 13 
Total 656 
12.7 47.0 
14.9 70.0 
3.5 13.0 
5.4 25.7 
2.0 7.3 
1,720.5 7,286.0 
__ _~ ~ I 
AVG Faculty FTE 
AVG SCH per FTEF 
AVG FTES per FTEF 
103.8 
246.3 
16.6 
GENERAL ED 23.3% 
IAVG:-CLASS SIZE ~: ~(,..~~ 
I .· . ·.fli_··.·" ' , _L••• ., •""!l·' 'ol)i,,, •. -.~/c ·l.eyel-'' - ~~Jn'~: 
... · · 1oo .... 23:4 
j9VE.~LL'AYG.CLASS SIZp 'r:t-:Y_ G._ C~~~ SIZ~ ~- ': 
17.5 u ::. ''. ~ever ;.A.v9 Enr' 
~ .. , ' -··· · 
10VERALL 'A YG CLASS SIZE i . , ~.: : . . : ." l· • ;•,;. :&. . .-- · ,. ~; • • •. I 
16.6 
200 15.9 
300 15.8 
400 
500+ 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
13.9 
7.5 
16.5 
29.2 
4.2 
0.0 
1.2 
0.0 
1.3 
10.5 17.7 
J B~c~~I? ,!'S d i, IV!iister,s i :i -  •.• I •. ,.J . ... lt , ,,, ,,., .. .. . ... ., .. 
BA 248 MA 16 
BMS 31 MFA 2 
279 MM 7 
25 
100 22.3 
200 15.2 
300 15.7 
400 
500+ 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
13.0 
6.7 
18.0 
28.0 
3.5 
BA 
BMS 15 MFA 7 
-----,;2=o.""""J MM 12 
30 
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1 - 1990-97- 1 1 1997-98 1 1 1ggg:9·9 - - -1 
'AVG ENR01.!L:MENT ~ - t~~ :\ ..-..t. ,£;:·: ! .. .. -. .. ; . · ·SCH· F;JES . s~aJ Count ' . 
Ellensburg 9,776.3 
Lynnwood 3,570.3 
SeaTac 2,824.7 
Wenatchee 212.0 
Total 16,383.3 
IAVG #COURSES :: .. ;':i t :,.~:.u; .. · . . :.: .·.:::.. . > .. -~ : .. ~ 
Regular 112 
Enrollment of 1 3 
Practica, Fld, lnd 49 
Total 164 
l~tV,~· :~lf-S~ ~~.z~~~ , '·;. j ~ "'- •· J' ' I f:h· :/ .Lffvel · ... ~ P,.yg t;w 1· ... ~ ... ........... t '-
100 78.3 : 
200 
300 
400 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
:~:: 1 
23.2 
I h MAJOifS:t •• f':l.-'1 f~ "M~orS {J~1~1~·;- ~ j 
· ..... 9os~· , t34• 
' . ~ -:;. . •• _;, ,• > - I 
651 .7 1,978.0 
238.0 714.7 
188.3 568.3 
14.1 42.3 
1,092.2 3,303.3 
I ' i FTE RATIOS .• :~:-: 1 f ~ I •• • ,; t h.,. ' '• •.-" 1 
l t -'.,J:t_;.- ~-...:-.... f t;....!~--- ...... - 'l, 
AVG Faculty FTE 47.7 
AVG SCH per FTEF 343.5 
AVG FTES per FTEF 22.91 
GENERAL ED 6.0% 
tOVERALL AVG CLASS SIZE 
,. , ·, :- . :. - .. -· .I 
29.5 
3.8 3.7 !1 0.0 o.ol 
8.5 8.3 !1 0.7 0.71 
4.2 4.3 t 2.1 3.0 
i~cich~l~rs ; 
BS 482 
482 
lA VG ~NRou.:.MENT · '.,· s~H . ;; &rES~· searcount · . t~~ '" ~:._;~' -..\.· ... ~-- : .. -.:.L .. ~ -·· ·': 4 __ ,· :: :.~:';.::J~· t~i!;.~l~~~~-'!11.£ ·1 ; ~ .• 
Ellensburg 9,632.0 642.1 1 ,943.6 
Lynnwood 3,381 .7 225.4 682.0 
SeaTac 2,919.3 
Steilacoom 
Wenatchee 
Yakima 
.3 
325.3 
11 .7 
Total 16,270.4 
IAVG # COURSES .. . . •. ~ (..;.· ..... ~: *~>-: t!!I _.!_ :·~~ ,:;_. ·: · ~ '-: -;.. ~, 'l 
Regular 108 
Enrollment of 1 3 
Practica, Fld, lnd 50 
Total 161 
194.6 589.7 
.0 .3 
21.7 66.0 
.8 2.3 
1,084.7 3,284.0 
l .. :.:,.:...-: • FTE ~nos ;· · .. J L . ~~ ·t ;.! .• , ... I • 'l . . ";' I ; ~- -. t ~ ..... ; : .. -:~·· ' -... ··-~~\'~>~\'..~ ; ....• 1)..1 
AVG Faculty FTE 51.2 ' 
AVG SCH per FTEF 317.9 
AVG FTES per FTEF 21.2· 
GENERAL ED 5.9% 
'AVG ENRQLLMENT . " '.1SCW 
\ - .,-... : ..J~ -: :: ... , ~ ~ ~ ~ .... :~. _ .. 
FTES SeatCounL ... : :~~-- . . '" -.... ~; ;_.('(.~_i_~ - -~·~ ~: 
Ellensburg 9,423.0 
Lynnwood 
SeaTac 
Wenatchee 
Yakima 
3,160.7 
2,617.7 
198.3 
.7 
Total 15,400.3 
AV~ # ~O~~SES , :-. ,J 
Regular 103 
Enrollment of 1 6 
Practica, Fld, lnd 58 
Total 167 
628.2 1,899.7 
210.7 634.0 
174.5 527.0 
13.2 39.7 
.0 .3 
1,026.7 3,100.7 
I''•' .  FTE RATIOS I-,, '• ~ ~ ''J ~~ . - ,~ ;• -~----,;.-:. . ;·. ·:t:i ,_. . 
~..r .• :L ',j_.::i:,: .• d.~.,.~- ;'1 _..._. 
AVG Facully FTE 48.2 
AVG SCH per FTEF 319.8 
AVG FTES per FTEF 21.3 
GENERAL ED 6.5% 
I~VG;,c~~~·1S1 . IZ~~; • . " ·:· ! .. •• ·~ I • ' • · ., .:".· • Le" .,,cr A ·•I·E ·r · lOY~~~h·A'{q ~~~s s1~E ;AvG.,f.~ss s1zF 1 30.4 1 i'i ~: 1-'evei· .Avg -E11r l ;OVERALL, ~Y.G. C:l.A.~~ Sl~f 30.0 , ~ - .. .V§ " V9 , ll 
l .t.--..'1..: •- -~·...., '- ~-· "' u .... 't.;u , 
100 73.0 
200 
300 
400 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
43.2 
30.4 
23.0 
~ AJORS :· .: ,b!~- ... , 
~aJg~lJ~1 ,Maib{2 ~1 
L -- 9o1'ri:~r .:;; 1a4·1 
0.0 
7.6 67~ 0.0 0.0 12.4 12.0 0.0 0.0 
0.7 1.0 3.5 5.3 
~~~~.h~!_o~,~i 
BA 1 
BS 440 
441 
t:l!-~ ,;;,q, -'\\....--_1:-~~ !.· ~·-11-
100 88.7 
200 
300 
400 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
44.2 
29.7 
22.3 
IMAllORS .. - ~--[· ·· ~~-~ ?·.r· r 
f ~-~d~f ~ ~·- ~~j~~~~~ 
. 
6.1 6 .0 ~ 0.0 0.0 
13.2 13.0 0.0 0.0 
1.0 1.0 1 3.3 5.3 
~Bachel.?rs .~ i 
BS 448 
---- 448: 
07-Sep-99 Central Washington University uepartment of Institutional Studies 
College Profile For: Education & Professional Studies 
I .. _-- --1996-97 - - I I 1997=98 I I -- 1998-99-- I 
IAVG ENROLLMENT·r-:·.SCH , j:. ~; FJ:ES Seat Count 
lt_.;!_..r .... ~ • ..J:i;t.·: . . :: ~ ~ --P'it6·; : .. :7':·~, ,. :_: ' , ~ •. ;~ . ~ .... . , . • , ....:~'__. : ,.: .. ~ ''-.A .· ~ 
Ellensburg 26,177.3 1,767.8 8,766.0 
Fort Lewis 69 .3 
Lynnwood 84.7 
SeaTac 1,058.7 
Steilacoom 279.7 
Wenatchee 439.3 
Yakima 387.3 
Total 28,496.3 
lflVG #1COURSEs;;~_.;:~ .. ~1 ~ 1,. : .. • ~ --·~.r.:~u..:d.:1.u._~' . 
Regular 
Enrollment of 1 
Practica, Fld, lnd 
Thesis 
Total 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
If ~~ MAJO~~ .. M!g~! .--t~ .. ,. , ., ! 
• .Major ~ ~1. M~jo~ ~ .. 
. 1,e08 ~ "7iJ 
L c~rtfflcates j 
526 
408 
24 ' 
142 
16 
590 
4.6 19.7 
5.6 23.3 
79.3 268.3 
18.7 89.0 
29.3 141.3 
25.8 116.3 
1,931.2 9,424.0 
f ·of ~;i1.FT~ ,RATIP~ . ~:.,~·. ~ 
"J t . I 0 - ' ~ • ' ·0 ~ 
. . ~ . ' . . .. . ~ .. 
•'! " o;; - '•' L '\, oil ....l , .... ] ,~o '>I \ !~ 
AVG Faculty FTE 101.2 
AVG SCH per FTEF 281 .6 
AVG FTES per FTEF 19.1 1 
GENERAL ED 16.1% 
:~VERALL AYG CLAS~ S!~F 
23.1 
30.4 30 .3 ~ 0.0 0.0 
20.3 2o.3 r 0.0 0.0 
3.4 4.0 6.9 18.0 
i~iichelors · !'; ~ ~. :; ~~~ter~ •. :; 
BA 36 MED 30 
BED 301 MS 20 
BS 314 50 
651 
Lynnwood 213.7 
SeaTac 1,577.7 
Steilacoom 431.0 
Wenatchee 889.3 
Yakima 566.3 
Total 29,920.0 
~VG·# c·ouRSES •( '~ ···'J 1 tl~ifo\.. ' . ·" -~ .l,~' 
. ... ... -.. ~. ..:.. - -· --. \•--·--· 
Regular 441 
Enrollment of 1 26 
Practica, Fld, lnd 183 
Thesis 26 
Total 676 
_i¥,~( ·~~~s.·s,!l~ -;·~~ ! 
.:t ·z• :L~v~r Avg ~nrl 
, ,~ 1 ·~ :r • ... Lu t..-• 
100 23.7 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
26.2 
22.4 
19.2 
22.0 
iMAJORS >It• !~''"' ;:;;.;.; l j. M~~~11~ ~·iiaj~f~- j 
· 1 a57~ 1 59 , 
' I l .£ertificat~s , • 
540 
14.3 58.0 
114.1 409.7 
28.7 125.3 
73.2 226.7 
42.9 167.0 
. 2,046.3 9,843.6 
t~~'fTE ' t}/os~ .. ~, n':• j • r, - ~ •jf II{ • '1.  ' 
1o .. ·:Jli.J' .-rg~- . .,y1 -.·" .. ~~ 
,,t,. Llr-..• ... '.t ~~ ...-.. ''"'-
AVG Faculty FTE 101.4! 
I 
AVG SCH per FTEF 295.2 j 
AVG FTES per FTEF 20.2 
~- --
GENERAL ED 14.5% 
IO,¥E..Mh1-J..~.Y~E~§$ 5'~F 
22.3 
24.3 237 1 0.0 0.0 25.6 24.7 0.0 0.0 
2.8 3.0 6.9 20.0 
11_3.~~!'-.~!~I]Jt i·:f ~~~t~~. ··"'I 
BA 36 MED 35 
BED 304 MS 13 
BS 391 48 
731 
tr'<;'.~E~~pL~MENT , .scH ; >i ·!~~s1. ~~~~q,ojl\ ' ·' ~ l 
Ellensburg 26,836.7 1,814.6 9,145.6 
Lynnwood 191 .3 
SeaTac 2,'030.7 
Steilacoom 492.7 
Wenatchee 713.7 
Yakima 504.3 
Total 30,769.3 
~ y~ ,ff ~O!JRS~S . • ~ .J 
1 c&-.__~~-............ ~ :t. · .. 1 
Regular 443 
Enrollment of 1 36 
Practica, Fld, lnd 156 
Thesis 35 
Total 670 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
26.5 
23.3 
19.4 
19.9 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
::1 ~;r '· ·~~ · .. ~.· ,;.~ ,~AJORS .. .>;- ~-·~~ ,., I 
,_M~jor '1 t-Aajor-2 
1,707 ~ I 66 
" j· .Certificates I 
483 
12.8 62.3 
145.3 524.0 
34.0 136.7 
58.4 214.3 
38.2 146.3 
2,103.3 10,229.3 
AVG SCH per FTEF 309.1 
AVG FTES per FTEF 21.1 
GENERAL ED 13.2% 
;ovE~kP~X~ .9~s~: ~IZ,E 
23.1 
23.1 22 .7 11 0.0 0.0 
28.7 28.0 1~ 1.0 1.0 
2.4 3.0 i 9.4 32.7 
l;Bi~~~.l~~f<! ~· .. ~~~']·:-·! 
BA 37 MED 38 
BED 303 MS 7 
BS 353 45 
693 
07-Sep-99 Central Washington University Department of Institutional Studies 
College Profile For: The Sciences 
I 1sss:91 I 
iAV~,EN~OLlMEJH ~ :.: SCH ; ·, ~TES -~S7at Co~nt > .' :J }\ ·!' , .· .. _i;·. :.~.;.-. · .. ·}· ••• - . . .• .:-- .... . · ... . , .. . 
Ellensburg 33,530.7 2,273.3 8,191 .6 
Lynnwood 808.3 53.9 194.0 
SeaTac 516.0 
Steilacoom 1,052.3 
Wenatchee 112.0 
Yakima 498.3 
Total 36,517.7 
iAV~ '#COURSES · : . . ~: j 
i -·· • '1•.:,.!: ·1:.21:;1. . •5' : - . : ., - R~ul~r ·- - · · 325 
Enrollment of 1 1 0 
Practica, Fld, lnd 247 
Thesis 27 
Total 610 
200 32.7 
300 22.9· 
400 23.6 
500+ 22.0' 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
34.4 133.0 
70.2 253.7 
7.5 33.0 
33.2 128.3 
2,472.4 8,933.6 
. . FTE RATIOS •,, ••, , kl (: ·· ·· - ~ ~ .··., .,.-.~ :-~ ·::~~ -· -· ~ ~ > .I 
AVG Faculty FTE 120.1 
AVG SCH per FTEF 304.0 
AVG FTES per FTEF 20.61 
GENERAL ED 29.4% 
·o~~,..L~vq_c.~~~§'~¥ 
27.5 
26.0 25.7 ~ 2.0 2 .0 
33.6 33.3 I 1.0 2.0 
8.0 8.o ! 3.7 7.0 
;Bachelors • , , ·. M~sters ' 
' 
'· .· . . . . : .. ,. 
' BA 372 MAT 4 
BS 110 MED 6 
482 MS 39 
49 
1 1997-9s 1 1 1998-9'9~ -- -- 1 
Lynnwood 833.7 
SeaTac 870.3 
Steilacoom 932.0 
Wenatchee 37.0 
Yakima 471.4 
Total 36,978.3 
tAVG #COURSES 
J: .. ; "'-.. '" ~ c. <· . ~ . : :1" .. ,,.:::, 
Regular 
Enrollment of 1 
Practica, Fld, lnd 
Thesis 
Total 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
:,!:·\! 
393 
13 
286 
31 
723 
29.6 
21.5 
22.9 
17.3 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
IMA~ORS ,, '14 :;_,·1·~;!) ¥ai~r 1_ ,; ~~i?r,~ ·1 
1,251 1 45 j 
. ' .. 
55.6 197.3 
61 .7 223.7 
62.1 233.7 
2.5 11.7 
31.4 116.0 
2,510.0 10,067.7 
V .;; ·,-'l;FTE RATIO'S .:; : i 
L. ::}~:-.·:. ~:t~ .. ~-~~··· ·;j~ ''i~i:.--~~; · :~ 
AVG Faculty FTE 122.4: 
I 
AVG SCH per FTEF 302.2: 
AVG FTES per FTEF 20 5< 
. I 
GENERAL ED 29.2% 
iOVERALL-AVG CLASS SIZ!= 
• ..A~~-~4 .· •• L• !,._"· · ~ · "''ooi..: .J. ,.! •.• .• ,·, .. . , 
25.6 
20.4 19.3 1' 1.4 1.3 
38.6 37.3 ~ 1.0 2.0 
9.2 9.o J; 4.0 7.3 
!B~S:he.~~; -1l · M~fte~ ·1 
BA 402 MAT 3 
BS 118 MED 6 
520 MS 37 
46 
!AVG ENRO'"-LMENT:··';' SCH :: : :- !'ffES ' ·· :Seat Count 
1 ... -. 1 . - ;! . _...... . .. . . - •. · ... : •• • ,; t_ ...... ~\_· \ .1,:-:.:..: .... ·. . , :J . .. ~ l•,: 
Ellensburg 34,071.3 2,315.5 9,408.3 
Lynnwood 701 .0 46.7 168.3 
SeaTac 1,040.3 75.8 267.3 
Steilacoom 
Wenatchee 
Yakima 
1,008.3 
135.3 
376.0 
Total 37,332.3 
67.2 
10.6 
25.1 
250.0 
43.7 
98.3 
2,541 .0 10,236.0 
JA:Y~}_ c_ou~~es 
Regular 
, --u !' .. '.'-"':· ns:: RATI0S lf:~~-1 . I . •I P- ~ to. :": ,l \. oJ' .!JJ. :,.; '-~ "-,. ,' ·').' .. ,:.\,~,, · ~. . t ... . ~ 1 _: 392 , ,_ ... :J:~-~ .·r ,.~ ,_,..,_ . ..
Enrollment of 1 
Practica, Fld, lnd 
Thesis 
Total 
13 
300 
37 
742 
·-vG .. CLASS SIZE ; ~.- - ~ 
•. -·· ..... - J . _...,,.,. .  . , .. , .  J!~ ~' Level · tAvg•Epr. 
.c.. .. J_.. :. 
100 31.9 
200 
300 
400 
500+ 
28.9 
22.4 
23.0 
17.6 
Associate Professor 
Assistant Professor 
Lecturer 
IN!AJOR'S '· ''l; ! 
1 .. .. "f, ;• 1 v.. 
, M~J~r11 ·• ~ Major ·~- ~ 
1,2531 59 ;j 
AVG Faculty FTE 128.1 
AVG SCH per FTEF 291 .5 
AVG FTES per FTEF 19.8 
GENERAL ED 27.3% 
10VeR'AtL·~VG CLASS SIZE l ~.;:·<k· ... • . .;A...,._'h· "!:l ...... ,..... ..; "'~ 
26.1 
21.0 20.011 0.0 0.0 
41.0 40.7 ; 3.5 5.3 
4 .6 5.o u 10.8 19.3 
iBachelors : : 1 • Masters I . :, • _._,._,.,_-,_ :: . . · ... --·- ._ . 
BA 361 MAT 3 
BS 123 MED 5 
484 MS 40 
48 
Functions of Expenditures 
Instruction: Expenditures of the colleges schools, departments, and other instructional divisions of the 
institution and expenditures for departmental research and public service that are not separately budgeted 
should be included in this classification. Include expenditures for both credit and noncredit activities. Exclude 
expenditures for academic administration where the primary function is administration (e.g., academic deans). 
The instruction category includes general academic instruction, occupational and vocational instruction, 
special session instruction, community education, preparatory and adult basic education, and remedial and 
tutorial instruction conducted by the teaching faculty for the institution's students. 
Research: This category includes all funds expended for activities specifically organized to produce research 
outcomes and commissioned by an agency either external to the institution or separately budgeted by an 
organizational unit within the institution. Do not report nonresearch sponsored programs (e.g., training 
programs). 
Public Service: Report all funds budgeted specifically for public service and expended for activities 
established primarily to provide noninstructional services beneficial to groups external to the institution. 
Examples are seminars and projects provided to particular sectors of the community. Include expenditures for 
community services and cooperative extension services. 
Academic Support: This category includes expenditures for the support services that are an integral part of 
the institution's primary mission of instruction, research, or public service. Include expenditures for libraries, 
museums, galleries, audio/visual services, academic computing support, ancillary support, academic 
administration, personnel development, and course and curriculum development. Include expenditures for 
veterinary and dental clinics if their primary purpose if to support the institutional program. 
Student Services: Report funds expended for admissions, registrar activities, and activities whose primary 
purpose is to contribute to students' emotional and physical well-being and to their intellectual, cultural, and 
social development outside the context of the formal instructional program. Examples are career guidance, 
counseling, financial aid administration, and student health services (except when operated as a self-
supporting auxiliary enterprise.) Include the administrative allowance for Pell Grants. 
Institutional Support: Report expenditures for the day-to-day operational support of the institution, excluding 
expenditures for physical plant operations. Include expenditures for general administrative service, executive 
direction and planning legal and fiscal operations, and public relations/development. 
Operation and Maintenance of Plant: Report all expenditures for operations established to provide service 
and maintenance related to grounds and facilities used for educational and general purposes. Also include 
expenditures for utilities, fire protection, property insurance, and similar items. Do no include expenditures 
made from the institutional plant funds account. 
Scholarships and Fellowships: Report all expenditures given in the form of outright grants and trainee 
stipends to individuals enrolled in formal course work, either for credit or noncredit. Aid to students in the form 
of tuition or fee remissions should be included. Exclude those remissions that are granted because of faculty 
or staff status. Charge these to staff benefits. Do not report College Work Study program expenses here; 
report these expenses where the student served (e.g., dining hall). Include Pell grants in column 2. Do not 
include expenditures for Federal Direct Student Loan (FDSL) Program. 
Expenditures from Ledger One Budget Across OFM Functions of University 
Central Wastlington University I 
10-Year History of Expenditures 
1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 
I 
Instruction 21 ,687,525 23,037,777 26,242,187 27,156,632 28,833,662 28,367,358 31,102,154 32,256,404 32,657,930 36,560,641 
Researctl 400,123 434,647 436,183 635,756 517,563 660,757 844,217 862,634 884,351 608,360 
Public Service 74,326 245,133 221,114 119,252 97,465 119,499 176,434 373,650 208,345 202,318 I 
Academic Support 5,612,579 5,795,798 6,654,762 5,789,611 6,450,782 6,598,236 7,655,197 9,153,077 9,926,820 8,732,129 
Student Services 2,644,536 2,755,169 3,019,570 3,155,054 3,396,953 3,252,865 3,578,233 3,717,362 4,296,845 4,415,709 
Institutional Support 5,092,543 4,782,213 5,467,959 5,592,902 5,940,435 5,976,044 6,325,603 7,010,472 6,875,472 6,282,244 
Plant Operations & Maintenance 5,331 ,408 5,427,243 5,792,025 5,796,079 6,596,162 6,041 ,227 6,583,075 6,719,103 6,951,941 7,160,534 
Student Aid 5,669.760 6,234,444 6,224,642 6,497,078 6,641 ,120 7,275,215 7,895,338 8,221 ,964 9,608,254 10,560,534 
Total Educational & General Expenses 46.712.800 48,712.424 54,056,442 54,742,366 58,474,142 58,291 ,201 64,160,251 68,314,666 71 ,609,958 76,742,469 
I I I I 
Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of Percentage of 
Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total Total 
Instruction 46.86% 47.29% 48.54% 49.61% 49.31% 48.66% 48.48% 47.22% 45.88% 47.67% 
Research 0.86% 0.69% 0.81% 1.16% 0.89% 1.13% 1.32% 1.26% 1.23% 1.05% 
Public Service 0.16% 0.50% 0.41% 0.22% 0.17% 0.21% 0.27% 0.55% 0.29% 0.26% 
Academic Support 12.02% 11.90% 12.31% 10.58% 11.03% 11.32% 11.93% 13.40% 13.86% 11.38% 
Student Services 5.66% 5.66% 5.59% 5.76% 5.81% 5.58% 5.58% 5.44% 6.00% 5.75% 
Institutional Support 10.90% 9.82% 10.11% 10.22% 10.16% 10.25% 9.66% 10.26% 9.60% 10.79% 
Plant Operations & Maintenance 11.41% 11.14% 10.71% 10.59% 11.28% 10.36% 10.26% 9.64% 9.71% 9.33% 
Student Aid 12.14% 12.80% 11.51% 11.87% 11.36% 12.48% 12.31% 12.04% 13.42% 13.76% 
Total Educational & General Expenses 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 
1) Shows both restricted & unrestricted funds 
2) Shows I PEDS funding distribution 
Expenditures from Ledger One Budget Across OFM Functions of University 
I 
Fu.nds 001 , 03k, 148, 149, and 275 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 
010 Instruction 
State Generai~O 1 19,075,920 19,429,405 22,062,809 22,221,108 14,289,530 12,356,294 25,599,330 14,547,336 15,599,556 14,124,397 15,112,240 
Local Ded>eated-148 1,647,521 2,763,077 2,987,370 3,769,064 3,251,587 2,883,931 3,939,253 4,270,385 4.545,750 5,562,389 6,133,080 
Locai Gen~ral-1 49 . 11,695,000 11,512,484 11,055,568 14,254,870 14,844,975 
CWU Ope-ating Fees 275 9,699,965 
Program 010 Total 20,723,441 22.192,482 25.o5o, 179 I 25,990,172 27,241 ,082 26,935,225 29,538,583 I 30,330,205 I 31 ,200,874 I 33,941,656 36,090.295 
020-Research 
State Genernl~1 229 ,211 173,352 270,003 213,485 224.889 183,796 171 ,015 145,149 103,835 109,659 : 59,026 
Local Dedicated-148 24,903 36,869 46,701 96,347 96,411 81,405 158,990 225,814 303,101 175,286 175,217 
Program oeo Total 254 ,114 210,221 316,704 309,832 321 .300 I 265,201 330,005 370,963 406,936 284,945 334.243 
I 
030-Publ~ Services 
State Generni~01 8,217 7,321 7,480 950 . . . 
- -
. 
Local Dedicated-148 17,515 10,933 9,478 6,244 10.291 10,322 14,091 19.019 19,363 18,775 32,113 
Program 030 Total 25,732 18,254 I 16,958 7,194 10,291 10,322 14.091 19.019 19,363 18,775 32,113 
040-Prim;uy Support Services 
State Generai~O 1 2,051 ,730 2,269,037 2,716,736 2,066,929 2,830,707 2,495,453 2,955,908 3,076,323 3,300,556 3,541 ,913 3,799,367 
Local Dedi::ated-148 74,665 71 ,886 80 ,183 109,928 71,447 125,699 112,213 145,525 149,535 91 ,502 69,518 
Local Genernl-149 
- -
. . 
- - -
292,090 221 ,931 142.000 65.000 
Program 040 Total 2,126,395 2,340,923 2.796,919 2,176,857 2,902,154 2,621 ,152 3,068,121 3,513,938 3,672,022 3,775,415 1 3,933,885 
050-Libr;uy Services 
State General-00 1 3,416,777 3,369,703 3,759,717 3,528,849 3,408,023 3.021.839 3,784,646 3,308,831 3,847,942 4,220,473 3,169,620 
Local Dedio:::ated-148 46,828 54,211 54,753 41 ,430 14.185 15,291 84,529 59,314 110,514 21,881 48 ,013 
Local General-149 
-
228,000 262,000 120,000 60,000 
Program 050 Total 3,463,605 3.423,914 I 3,814,470 3,570,279 3,422,208 3,037.130 I 3,869,175 I 3,596.145 4 ,220,456 4,362,354 3,277,633 
080-5tudent Services 
State Genaal~1 1,936,638 1,877,604 2,187,294 2,211 ,099 2,419,016 2,058,928 1,874,009 1,966,088 2,194,949 2,410,632 2,691 ,091 
Local Dedicated 148 602,382 753,012 749,846 647,978 882,976 1,061 ,561 1,477,779 1,500,886 1,778,327 1,568,676 1,698,878 1 
Local General-149 166,000 122,418 70,000 5o,ooo 1 
Program 060 Total 2,539,020 2,630,616 2,937,140 3,059 ,077 3.301.992 I 3.120,489 I 3,351.788 I 3.632.974 4.095.694 4,049,308 4,439,969 
Expenditures from Ledger One Budget Across OFM Functions of University 
Funds 001 . 03k, 148, 149, and 275 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 ! 1997 1998 1999 
080-lntstitutlonal Support 
State General-{)0 1 5,062,758 4,765,724 5.475,825 5,531,681 5,936,613 5,901,287 6,204,030 5,873,196 5.466,066 7,218,911 8.459,897 
Industrial lnsurance-{)3k 13,000 696 654 
- -
Local Dedicated-148 49,686 45,337 71,416 82,762 100,341 61,595 58,699 97,908 119,067 113,106 149,971 
Local General-149 635,000 1,081 ,258 372,000 240,000 
Program 080 Total 5,112.444 4,811,061 I 5,547,241 5,614,443 6,049,954 5,962.882 6,262,729 I 6,606,800 6,667,045 7,704,017 8,849,868 
090-Physical Plant Operation & Maintenance 
State General-{)01 5,008,282 5,068,931 5.414,615 5,126,257 6,194,716 6,010,001 6,582,327 4,781 ,323 5,917,605 5,618,016 5,891,559 
Industrial lr.surance-{)3k 
- - - - - -
34,279 45,115 
Local Dedicated-148 
- - -
124 144 908 1,004 1,909 6,645 
-
Local General 149 323,000 262,500 262,500 533,500 372,997 
-
1,930,500 1,034,000 1,394,007 1,869,000 
Program 090 Total 5,331,262 5,331,431 I 5,677,115 5,659,757 6,567,837 6.010.145 6,583,235 ) 6.712,627 6,953,514 7,052,947 7,805,674 
I 
Total Expenditures 
State General-{)01 36,789,533 36,961,077 41 ,894,479 40,900,358 35,303.494 32,027,598 47,171,265 33,698,246 36,430,509 37,244,001 39.282,800 
Industrial lnsurance-{)3k 
- - - -
13,000 
- -
696 654 34,279 45.115 
Local Dedicated-148 2.463,500 3,735,325 3,999,747 4,953,753 4,427,362 4,239,948 5,846.462 6,319,855 7,027,566 7,558,260 8,306,790 
Local General-149 323.000 262,500 262,500 533,500 372,997 11,695,000 
-
14,764,074 13,777,175 16,352,877 17.128,975 
CWU Operating Fees-275 
- - - -
9,699,965 
-
. . 
- - -
Total All Programs 39,578,033 I 40,958,902 46,156,726 48,387,811 49,816,818 1 47,962,546 I 53,017,127 I 54,782,871 I 57,235,904 I 61 ,189,417 1 64,763,680 
Percentage ofT otals 
010-lnstruction 
General Fund-001 48.20% 47.44% 47.80% 47.90% 28.68% 25.76% 48.28% 26.55% 27.25% 23.08% 23.33% 
Local Dedicated-146 4.16% 6.75% 6.47% 6.13% 6.53% 6.01% 7.43% 7.80% 7.94% 9.09% 9.47% 
Local General-149 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 24.38% 0.00% 21 .01% 19.32% 23.30% 22.92% 
CWU-Operating Fees 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 19.47% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Program 010 Total 52.36% 54.18% 54.27% 1 58.03% 54.68"/o 56.16"/o 55,71"/o 55.36"/o 54.51"/o 55.47"/o 55.73% 
020-Research 
State Generai~01 0.58% 0.42% 0.58% 0.46% 0.45% 0.38% 0.32% 0.26% 0.18% 0.18% 0.25% 
Local Dedicated-148 0.06% 0.09% 0.10% 0.21% 0.19% 0.17% 0.30% 0.41% 0.53% 0.29% 0.27% 
Program 020 Total 0.64"/o 0.51% 0.69% 0.67% 0.64% 0.55% 0.62% 0.68% 0.71% 0.47% 0.52'Yo 
I 
Funds 001, 03k, 148, 149, and 275 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 I 1997 1998 1998 
030-Public Services I 
State Gener:al-001 0.02"/o 0.02% 0.02% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Local Dedicated-148 0.04% 0.03% 0.02% 0.01% 0.02% 0.02"/o 0.03% 0.03%1 0.03% 0.03% 0.05% 
Program 030 Total 0.07"/o 0.04'Yo l 0.04"/o 0.02% 0.02"/o 0.02% 0.03% 0.03"/o l 0.03% 0.03"/o 0.05"/o 
040-Primary Support Services 
State General-{)0 1 5.16% 5.54% 5.69% 4.46% 5.68% 5.20% 5.58% 5.62% 5.77% 5.79% 5.67% 
Local Dedicated-148 0.19% 0.16% 0.17% 0.24% 0.14% 0.26% 0.21% 0.27% 0.26% 0.15% 0.11% 
Local Gener:al-149 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.53% 0.39% 0.23% 0.10% 
•Program 040 Total 5.37%! 5.72"/o l 6.06% 1 4.69% 1 5.83% 5.46% 1 5.79%1 6.41% 1 6.42% 1 6.17% 1 6.07% 
050-Library Services 
State General-{)0 1 8.63% 8.23% 8.15% 7.61% 6.84% 6.30% 7.14% 6.04% 6.72% 6.90% 4.89% 
Local Dedicated-148 0.12% 0.13% 0.12% 0.09% 0.03% 0.03% 0.16% 0.11% 0.19% 0.04% 0.07% 
Local General-149 0.00% 0.00% 0 .00% 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.42% 
-
0.46% 0.20% 0.09% 
Expenditures from ledger One Budget Across OFM Functions of University 
Program 050 Total 8.75% 8.36% 8.26%1 7.70"/o 6.87% 6.33% 7.30%1 6.56% 1 7.37"!.1 7.13%1 5.06% 
060-Student Services 
State General-{)01 4.89% 4.58% 4.74% 4.77% 4.86% 4.29% 3.53% 3.59% 3.83% 3.94% 4.16% 
Local Dedicated-148 1.52% 1.84% 1.62% 1.83% 1.77% 2.21% 2.79% 2.74% 3.11% 2.56% 2.62% 
Local General-149 0.00% 0.00% 1 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.30% 0.21% 0.11% 0.08% 
Program 060 Total 6.42% 6.42% 6.36% 6.59% 6.63% 8.51% 6.32% 6.63% 7.18% 6.62% 6.86% 
080-lntstitutlonal Support 
State Gereral-{)0 1 12.79% 11 .64% 11 .86% 11 .92% 11.92% 12.30% 11 .70% 10.72% 9.55% 11.80% 13.06% 
Industrial lnsurance.{)3k 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Local Ded'cated-148 0.13% 0.11% 0.15% 0.18% 0.20% 0.13% 0.11% 0.18% 0.21% 0.18% 0.23% 
Local General-149 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 1.16% 1.89% 0.61% 0.37% 
Program 080 Total 12.92'Yo 11.75% 12.02%1 12.10% 12.14% 12.43% 11.81%1 12.06% 11.65% 12.59% 13.86% 
090-Physical Plant Operation & Maintenance 
State Gen;;!rai.{)Q1 12.65% 12.38% 11.73% 11 .05% 12.43% 12.53% 12.42% 8.73% 10.34% 9.18% 9.10% 
lndustriallnsurance.{)3k 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 0.07% 
LocaiDed~ed-148 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Local Gen:ral-149 0.82% 0.64% 0.57% 1.15% 0.75% 0.00% 0.00% 3.52% 1.81% 2.28% 2.89% 
Program 190 Total 13.47% 13.02% 12.30% 12.20%1 13.18% 12.53% 1 12.42% 12.25% 12.15% 11.52% 12.05% 
Funds 001, 03k ,148,149, and 275 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1998 
Total Expenditures 
State General-{)01 92.96% 90.24% 90.77% 88.17% 70.87% 66.78% 88.97% 61.51% 63.65% 60.87% 60.66% 
Industrial 1'1Surance-03k 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.03% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.06% 0.07% 
Local Dedi:ated-148 6.22% 9.12% 8.67% 10.68% 8.89% 8.84% 11.03% 11 .53% 12.27% 12.35% 12.84% 
Local General-149 0.82"/o 0.64% 0.57% 1.15% 0.75% 24.38% 0.00% 26.95% 24.07% 26.73% 26.45% 
CWU Operating Fees-275 0.00% 0.00% ) 0.00% 0.00% 19.47% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 
Total All Programs 100.00% 100.00%1 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 1 100.00% 100.0f%1 
FULL-TIME MEN 
Tenured On Track Not On Track Total TOTAL SALARIES AVERAGE SALARY 
Professors 110 110 $6,343,146 $57,664.96 
Associate Professors 34 10 2 46 $2,206,598 $47,969.52 
Assistant Professors 51 13 64 $2,591,821 
Lecturers 10 10 $343,855 $34,385.50 
Total for Ranked Facu 144 61 15 220 $11141,565 $50,643.48 
FULL-TIME WOMEN 
SALARI 
Tenured On Track Not On Track Total TOTAL SALARIES AVERAGE SALARY 
Professors 33 33 $1.765.715 $53.506.52 
Associate Professors 13 3 16 $721,394 $45,087.13 
Assistant Professors 45 13 58 $2.304,328 729.79 
Lecturers 9 9 $292,308 $32,478.67 
Total for Ranked Facu 46 48 13 107 $4,791,437 779.79 
ALL FULL-TIME FACULTY 
HEADCOUNT SALARIES 
Tenured On Track Not On Track Total TOTAL SALARIES AVERAGE SALARY 
Professors 143 143 $8,108,861 $56,705.32 
Associate Professors 47 13 2 62 $2,927,992 $47,225.68 
Assistant Professors 96 26 122 $4,896,149 $40,132.37 
Lecturers 19 19 $636,163 $33,482.26 
Total for Ranked Faculty 190 109 28 327 $15,933,002 $48,724.78 
Total for All Full-Time t-aculty 190 109 47 346 $16,569,1oo $47,887.76 
t~;; .. ~ :J:: [~ ~~. . -~-.. , ~· ·.r, :·.~ ,:"!li :u 'l~~{f{ ·.:1~"'~ ...!!'<-: ;1t:. ''J.•:•'.Rt:~,.£-=!.r""-'-'~ .-'ir ::-it~: .. ;;,. _,~ ·,J~ f.;} l'!.t-i,;:,· '.~~ ·,~'[..;.;?.:'S.-I'!.t~l _1-;r,:: l{'-c,'.:,.,c.,., "! 
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CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
LEDGER 1 ALLOCATION BY EXECUTIVE LEVEL 
FY94 
President 609,914 
VPBusin& 10,146,258 
Central A on 8,119,763 
Provost 23,268,913 
VP Development 538,253 
VP Enroll Mgmt & Mark 1,041,998 
VP Student Affairs 1,429,815 
45,154,914 
~¥~i"' 
~ o/tCWU 
£Df )-\ ~ -ft \U<-~ 
b5 VL& 0)) ~ Ju a_ (A_ 
~'OYVJ ~ gVTJ.Al) cu.) 
FY95 
624,646 
10,511,925 
8,932,931 
23,686,653 
535,878 
1,105,391 
1,467,102 
46,864,526 
FY96 FY97 FY98 
615,716 860,136 859,116 
11,121,866 11,244,227 11,266,338 
8,308,059 9,408,489 9,781,057 
24,456,002 27,112,196 27,370,953 
673,751 720,261 827,265 
1,135,570 1,140,566 1,223,427 
1,525,324 1,649,125 1,822,844 
47,836,288 52,135,000 53,151,000 
~Dl 
L}- \ lf-z.._oo o 
FY99 FYOO 
986,769 1,087,701 
12,203,670 13,316,049 
10,089,224 10,972,294 
27,749,413 29,702,256 
524,805 542,830 
2,246,179 2,629,168 
1,440,940 1,585,126 
55,241,000 59,835,424 
.. 
CUPA Faculty Salary Benchmarks 
Faculty salaries at universities are often compared on the basis of 
·averages computed across academic disciplines and faculty ranks. These 
comparisons of overall average salaries can be misleading. A university may 
achieve a high overall average salary simply because it has disproportionate 
numbers of faculty in the senior ranks or in high-salaried fields such as 
engineering or accounting. Another institution may pay relatively high salaries to 
faculty in each rank and discipline, but have a low overall average salary if it has 
few senior faculty and few programs in the high-salaried disciplines. Thus, a clear 
understanding of faculty salary compensation requires salary benchmarks that do 
not confound rates of salary compensation with variations in the distributions of 
faculty ranks and disciplines. 
The College and University Personnel Association (CUPA) provides just 
such a set of salary benchmarks for comprehensive universities.1 Every year 
CUPA conducts a survey of faculty salaries for which more than 200 
comprehensive universities report data. CUPA then produces a report of mean 
faculty salaries computed separately by faculty rank and discipline. A 
comprehensive institution can compare its own average salaries by rank and 
discipline to the CUPA benchmarks to determine how well its faculty are paid 
compared to faculty across the nation of the same rank and discipline. 
CUPA classifies faculty disciplines using federal Classification of 
Instructional Program (CIP) codes. Although CUPA does not collect data on all 
academic disciplines, major academic disciplines and many specialized 
disciplines are included in data collection. At Central Washington University, only 
the Administrative Management and Business Education (AMBE) department does 
not fit straightforwardly into a CUPA category. 
1 Oklahoma State University also collects faculty salary data by rank and discipline, but only for institutions granting 
doctoral degrees. 
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Table 1 and Table 2 use CUPA mean salaries for comprehensive 
universities as benchmarks against which to gauge the effects of the 1999 
adjustments to tenure-track faculty salaries that were made after adjustments for 
promotion in rank. These adjustments include a 3% raise for all faculty and 
additional adjustments for compression and equity paid to roughly two-thirds of 
the tenure-track faculty. The tables display the deviations of CWU salaries from 
CUPA benchmarks by rank but not discipline. Nevertheless, CUPA benchmarks 
have been applied on the basis of both rank and discipline. Thus, deviations from 
CUPA benchmarks take into account disciplinary differences in salaries, but are 
averaged separately by rank as well as for the entire faculty.2 
In order to keep attention focused on the effects of the 1999 salary 
adjustments, only the salaries of continuing tenure-track faculty are included in 
the data displayed in the tables. Table 1 displays CWU salaries for the 1998-1999 
academic year (after promotions), the corresponding CUPA mean salary 
benchmarks collected in the fall of 1998, and the deviation of CWU salaries from 
the CUPA benchmarks. Table 2 displays CWU salaries after the 3% general salary 
raise and the ·adjustments for compression and equity. The adjusted salaries 
went into effect in the fall of 1999. The CUPA benchmarks in Table 2 are inflated 
to compensate for the average salary increases at comprehensive universities 
between fall 1998 and fall 1999 as reported by the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) salary survey.3 For full professors and associate 
professors, the AAUP reports a 3.4% increase in salaries at comprehensive 
universities. For assistant professors the increase is 2.7%. The deviations 
displayed in Table 2 represent the differences between the adjusted CWU salaries 
and the inflated CUPA benchmarks. 
The data displayed in the two tables show that CWU salaries are 
considerably below average for comprehensive universities. However, the 1999 
salary adjustments did narrow the gap between CWU salaries and CUPA 
benchmarks. When salary deviations are averaged over all disciplines and ranks, 
unadjusted CWU salaries were $6,497 below the 1998 CUPA benchmarks. 
Following the 1999 salary adjustments, CWU salaries are $5,781 below the inflated 
CUPA benchmarks. 
2 Data for AMBE faculty were excluded from these calculations. Procedures for deriving AMBE benchmarks from CUPA 
data have not yet been established. 
3 The CUPA data for 1999 are not yet available. AAUP data are not reported by discipline, but they are the best data 
available at the moment on changes in faculty salaries. The CUPA benchmarks are inflated separately by rank . 
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The salaries of CWU's full professors are farthest from the CUPA 
benchmarks. The unadjusted salaries of full professors were $9,580 below the 
1998 CUPA benchmarks. Full professors' adjusted salaries remain $8,597 below 
the inflated CUPA benchmarks. Associate professors' unadjusted salaries were 
$5,014 below the 1998 CUPA benchmarks, whereas their adjusted salaries are 
$4,815 below the inflated CUPA benchmarks. In contrast, new assistant 
professors' unadjusted salaries were only $701 below the 1998 CUPA 
benchmarks, and the adjusted salaries for new assistant professors are $126 
above the inflated CUPA benchmarks. Salaries of continuing assistant 
professors, however, have not reached parity with the CUPA benchmarks. They 
were. $2,257 below the 1998 CUPA benchmarks, and remain $1,705 below the 
inflated benchmarks. 
These data exemplify the usefulness of CUPA mean salaries for 
benchmarking faculty salary compensation. CUPA benchmarks have two major 
advantages over the percentile benchmarks reported by the Washington Higher 
Education Coordinating Board: 
1) CUPA benchmarks take into account the variations of faculty salaries 
across ranks and academic disciplines. 
2) CUPA data can be used to compute deviations in dollars from salary 
benchmarks. A dollar deviation value is more intuitively meaningful 
than percentile differences. 
However, comparisons to CUPA benchmarks must be made with some caution. 
CUPA means are derived from data on a large number of faculty drawn from a 
large set of comprehensive universities, permitting the reasonable assumption to 
be made that many potential sources of distortion are "averaged out" of the CUPA 
means. But serious distortions might be present in the mean salaries calculated 
by rank and discipline for a single university. This is because disaggregation by 
rank and discipline at a single university may not leave sufficient numbers of 
cases upon which to calculate statistically stable and representative means. Care 
must be taken to check for "outliers" (e.g., a former top administrator with a 
correspondingly large salary) which can severely distort the mean salary for 
faculty in a given rank and discipline. 
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Moreover, CUPA does not collect data on the average years in rank of a 
faculty. If a large fraction of the faculty in a particular rank and discipline have 
been recently promoted, their mean salary should be expected to be 
correspondingly low in comparison to CUPA benchmarks because the CUPA 
benchmarks would be derived from faculty with longer average service in rank. 
Nor can the CUPA data measure the performance of faculties in different 
disciplines and ranks. 
In general, it should not be assumed that all faculty at an institution should 
have salaries at the same point in relation to CUPA means. Differences in years in 
rank and faculty performance should be evaluated in applying CUPA benchmarks, 
and the mean salaries at an institution should be carefully scrutinized for 
distortions due to outliers. 
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Table 1 
Deviations of Unadjusted CWU Salaries from 1998 CUPA Salary Benchmarks* 
cwu Mean Standard 
cwu Mean CUPAMean Deviation Greatest Greatest Deviation 
. Faculty Salary, Salary, from CUPA Negative Positive of Salary 
Headcount 1998-1999 Fall1998 Benchmark Deviation Deviation Deviations 
Professor 148 $52,831 $62,411 -$9,580 -$22,101 +$3,711 $4,998 
Associate 62 $44,547 $49,561 -$5,014 -$12,657 +$4,617 $4,334 
Continuing Assistant 60 $38,458 $40,715 -$2,257 -$7,813 +$2,096 $2,095 
New Assistant 19 $38,687 $39,388 -$701 -$5,427 +$3,530 $2,146 
All Ranks 289 $47,140 $53,636 -$6,497 -$22,101 +$4,617 $5,407 
Table 2 
Deviations of Adjusted CWU Salaries from Inflated CUPA Benchmarks* 
l.iYVU Mean 
Mean Deviation Standard 
cwu Salary Inflated from Greatest Greatest Deviation 
Faculty After CUPA Inflated Negative Positive of Salary 
Headcount Adjustments Mean Salary Benchmark Deviation Deviation Deviations 
Professor 148 $55,936 $64,533 -$8,597 -$20,091 +$6,024 $5,647 
Associate 6i $46,431 $51,246 -$4,815 -$11,029 +$4,562 $3,997 
Continuing Assistant 60 $40,110 $41,814 -$1,705 -$6,036 +$3,479 $2,084 
New Assistant 19 $40,577 $40,451 +$126 -$2,621 +$4,641 $1,833 
All Ranks 289 $49,602 $55,383 -$5,781 -$20,091 +$6,024 $5,550 
• CWU salaries are standardized to a nine-month contract In conformity with CUPA reporting practices. 
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HECB Faculty Salary Peer Data for Comprehensive Universities 
Every year the Washington Higher Education Coordinating Board {HECB) 
provides each of the Washington comprehensive universities with data comparing its 
salaries to those of 277 peer institutions. Faculty salaries for the peer institutions are 
arranged in rank order and a percentile rank score is calculated for each institution. The 
percentile scores of the Washington comprehensive universities are then used as a 
measure of the competitiveness of their faculty salaries. 
The salary data are compiled from an annual survey conducted by the American 
Association of University Professors {AAUP). For institutions not reporting to AAUP, 
data are taken from mandatory federal reports submitted each year through the 
Integrated Postsecondary Education Data System {IPEDS). The AAUP and IPEDS data 
are collected in the same format. For each faculty rank, data are gathered on the number 
of full-time instructional faculty and the total salaries paid to those faculty. Average 
salaries for each rank can be computed by dividing the total salaries per rank by the 
number of faculty per rank. 
But the percentile scores calculated by the HECB disregard variations in the 
distributions of faculty ranks. The HECB sums information on faculty numbers and 
salaries across ranks to produce aggregated totals. A single average salary for all ranks 
is then computed by dividing the aggregated total of salaries by the aggregated total 
number of faculty. These average salaries are the basis of the percentile scores reported 
for each comprehensive university. Table 1 displays the Fall 1998 data compiled by the 
HECB for Central Washington University {CWU), Eastern Washington University {EWU), 
and Western Washington University {WWU).1 The yellow cells show the average salaries 
calculated using the HECB method and the resulting percentile scores. The CWU 
average salary of $46,618 is calculated by dividing aggregated total salaries of 
$15,243,998 by 327, the total number of faculty in all ranks. This average salary puts 
CWU at the 23rd percentile, whereas EWU and WWU are at the 42nd and 43rd percentiles 
respectively. 
However, the distributions of faculty ranks can strongly affect the percentile 
scores calculated by the HECB. Table 1 indicates that CWU had 114 assistant professors 
in the fall quarter of 1998 compared to 44 for EWU. Since assistant professors are 
generally paid less than faculty at higher ranks, their relative scarcity at EWU would 
result in a higher overall average salary there than at CWU, even if both schools paid 
identical salaries at each rank. 
1 The HECB faculty salary report pertains to the fall term of the academic year prior to its release. This is because the I PEDS data 
gathered in the fall of one year are not available until the following academic year. 
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Conversely, if the distribution of faculty ranks is standardized, CWU and EWU 
have very similar overall average salaries. Table 2 calculates standardized average 
salaries for both EWU and WWU using the actual average salary per rank for each school 
as calculated in Table 1, and the distribution of faculty by rank for CWU. First, a 
standardized aggregated salary total (green cells) is calculated by multiplying the 
average salary paid in each rank at EWU and WWU by the number of faculty in that rank 
at CWU, and then summing over the ranks. Next, the standardized aggregated salary 
total is divided by the total number of faculty at CWU. The result is the overall average 
salary that would be paid at EWU and WWU if those institutions maintained their average 
salaries per rank as reported in Table 1, but employed a faculty with a distribution of 
ranks identical to CWU's. Were this done, EWU would be paying salaries to an additional 
70 assistant professors and its overall average faculty salary would fall to $46,655, which 
is only $37 more than CWU's. EWU would then drop to the 23rd percentile as calculated 
by the HECB, putting it in the company of CWU.2 On the other hand, if WWU had a 
distribution of faculty ranks identical to CWU's, its overall average faculty salary would 
rise slightly, lifting it to the 44th percentile. 
These results demonstrate that the difference in the HECB percentile scores for 
CWU and EWU is mainly due to the different distributions of faculty ranks at the 
institutions, rather than to large differences in rates of salary compensation. WWU, on 
the other hand, maintains a substantially higher percentile score than CWU and EWU 
even when the distributions of faculty ranks are taken into account. 
The HECB's percentile ranking method could use standardized average salaries 
similar to those described above. A standard distribution of faculty ranks might be 
calculated by computing the mean number of faculty in each rank for the peer 
institutions. Then each institution's average salaries per rank could be multiplied by the 
standard number of faculty per rank, yielding a standardized aggregate salary total. 
Dividing this figure by the standard total number of faculty would produce a standardized 
average salary. Percentile rankings calculated on the basis of these standardized 
average salaries would not confound salary compensation with the distributions of 
faculty ranks, and would thus provide our comprehensive institutions with a clearer 
picture of where their salaries stand in relation to their peers. 
2 Conversely, if EWU's distribution of faculty by rank is used as the basis for standardization, CWU's percentile score rises to 36. 
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Table 1 
HECB Data on Faculty Salary Percentile Ranks for Fall1998 
Washington Comprehensive Universities 
cwu 
Faculty Faculty Total Average 
Rank Number Salaries Salary 
Professor 145 $ 7,802,013 $ 53,807 
Assoeiate 68 $ 3,059,286 $ 44,990 
Assistant 114 $ 4,382,699 $ 38.445 
AU 3.27 $ 15.243,998 $ 46,618 
Salary 
Percentile 23 
EWU 
Faculty Faculty Total Average 
Rank Number Salaries Salary 
Professor 156 $ 8,607,900 $ 55,179 
Associate 73 $ 3.330.964 $ 45,630 
Assistant 44 $ 1.602.689 $ 36,425 
All 273 $13,541,553 $ 49,603 
Salary 
Percentile 42 
wwu 
Faculty Faculty Total Average 
Rank Number Salaries S_alary 
Professor 157 $ 9,180,989 $ 58,478 
Associate 141 $ 6,718,928 $ 47,652 
Assistant 111 $ 4,407,375 $ 39,706 
All 409 $ 20,307,292 $ 49 651 
Salary 
Percentile 43 
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Table 2 
Standardized Average Salaries 
and Revised Percentile Ranks for EWU and WWU 
Assuming CWU's Faculty Rank Distribution 
EWU 
cwu EWU Standardized Standardized Revised 
Faculty Faculty Average Total Average Salary 
Rank Numbers Salary Salaries Salary Percentile' 
Professor 145 $55,179 $ 8-,000,955 
Associate 68 $45,630 $ 3,102,840 
Assistant 114 $ 36,425 $ 4,152,450 
All 327 $ 15,256,245 $ 46,655 23 
wwu 
cwu wwu Standardized Standardized Revised 
Faculty Faculty Average Total Average Salary 
Rank Numbers Salary Salaries Salary Percentile' 
Professor 145 $ 58,478 $ 8,479,310 
Associate 68 $47,652 $ 3,240,336 
Assistant 114 $ 39,706 $ 4,526,484 
1-· 
All 327 $ 16,246,130 $ 49,682 44 
* The revised salary percentile is the percentile rank score that corresponds to the position of the 
standardized total salary in the actual percentile rankings calculated by the HECB for Fall 1998. 
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cwu home 
• Comedy/Special 
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• Sports 
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• Lectures 
• Outdoor Events 
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• Clubs 
• Departments 
• Community 
• Dances 
• Residence Halls 
• ASS/Committees 
• Other 
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Sunday 
1pm 
Wildcatlife 
Where You Go To Know 
This week's highlights: 
Click for more detailed information 
Saturday 
Spm 
Sub 
room 201 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 
Monday, April3rd 
• 4:00pm S&A Committee Meeting, Sub room 141 . Details about the S&A 
Committee. 
• 6:00pm Symphony: Senior Composition Recital , M. Ulrich: Spm, Hertz Hall. 
• 6:30pm Astronomy Club Meeting, Lind Hall, Room 240. 
• 8:00pm Comedy: Haines and Preston Comedy Hour. 
Copyright© 2000 Central Washington Universi~. 
Send e-mail to Jeff Quiggle with questions 
and comments about this site. 
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WildcatLife 
Where You Go To Know 
Outdoor Events and Programs 
Snowshoeing trip 
Cost is $15 per person. This includes snow shoes, 
transportation and instruction. Saturday the 15th 
Snowtubing trip 
Need some excitement? Go snowtubing with your friends at 
White Pass Resort.Cost is $18 per person you supply the tube, 
we supply the transportation. Saturday the 22nd 
Cross-Country Ski Trip 
A great opportunity to go cross-country skiing around Paradise 
~~~~~ Lodge at Mt. Rainer. A guide will offer free instruction and 
lead you on great trails.The cost is $18 per person. This covers 
the transportation provided by CWU. Saturday the 29th 
Ski White Pass 
Join the Outdoor Club and ski one of the greatest passes in 
Washington. Make new friend and have great skiing trips 
Copyright © 2000 Central Washington Universi~. 
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and comments about this site. 
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Wildcat Life 
Where You Go To Know 
Live Music 
Celtic Blugrass Rock: Hissy Fit 
Awesome Celtic groove with smooth melodies. January 27, 
noon at the SUB Pit. 
Alternative Rock: Suicide AIJ.!:y 
One of San Diego's most up and coming bands. Club Central, 
February 9th at Sp.m. 
Student Recital: 
February 17th M Ul . h· 8 t H rt H II 
. nc . p.m. a e z a 
In concert at the "Gorge" Tina Turner 
You know her, you love her, come see her March 3rd at 
Sp.m. 
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Wildcat life 
Where You Go To Know 
Workshops and Lectures 
Latino History and Yakima's Public Culture 
Chavez Theatre in the SUB March 9th 
Erasmo Gamboa, Dept. Chair of American Ethnic Studies, 
University of Washington, gives a thought provoking talk on 
Latino history and examines Yakima's public culture. 
Professional Educators Fair April 14th 
One of the largest career events for educators in the State of 
Washington. Make important contacts with other educators 
and employers. All day at Barge Hall. 
Getting Connected: "Making New Friends" 
Student Health and Counseling Center 
April 5th, 4--5p.m. Practical tips for getting to know new 
people. Learn about breaking the ice, initiating conversations 
and making use of campus and local resources. 
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Overview 
Wll.,DCATLIFE.COM will be a universal calendar, providing students who live on and 
off campus one place they can go to find out about all activities and events on campus. 
It will be the most current and comprehensive source for finding out about student life. 
We hope to dramatically increase student involvement in campus activities. 
WILDCATLIFE.COM Benefits 
• Comprehensive Wildcat Calendar 
• Advertises events 
• Option of e-mail reminders by area 
• Direct link toe-center to solve student problems, and other student-related links 
• Maintained by staffed position 
Benefits for students, staff, and community: 
• ONE location to access information 
• Easily accessible anytime 
• Organized by weekly events, daily events, and by area 
• Reaches out to students by setting the on campus default site to the activity site 
• Option of e-mail reminders in their favorite areas 
• Eliminates common perception: "There is NOTHING to do." 
Benefits for programs, departments, etc: 
• Effective, very inexpensive promotion 
• One drop off location for all activities 
• Reaches nearly all students 
• Easily changed to include events added at the last minute 
• No additional reproduction costs per student 
• Helps reduce over scheduling 
• Saves money by eliminating overlapping areas 
Common Questions and Answers 
Bow can we be sure this will be a quality web site? 
• You can already see a rough example of what it will look like 
• The web site will be programmed to specific guidelines 
• Jeff Quiggle and Jared Fielding will oversee the programming of the web site 
Bow can we be sure it will get finished? 
• The whole reason behind getting funding is to hire a web programmer to complete 
this project 
Bow will it be updated/maintained? 
• Worse case scenario, Jeff Quiggle and his assistant, Jess, will keep the site 
updated 
• We are currently seeking funding from S&A, Club Senate, and RHC to fund an 
additional staff person to update and maintain the site 
• Dr. Pappas and Dr. Shumate are working to fund for an additional programmer 
and have agreed to build the maintenance of the site into this person's job 
description 
Bow will students be made aware of the site? 
• Heavy promotional campaign. We expect to promote through: 
o Front page newspaper story 
o School radio 
o All campus events (sports events, comedy nights, etc) 
• Default site when students access the internet in computer labs. 
• An animated link on the CWU' s home site to this site 
• Promote site in the University 100 class (new students) 
• Links in newspapers 
) 
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Proposed Cost 
At this point there are two different cost factors: 
Start up cost and Maintenance cost 
Start up cost has been estimated in accordance with Jared Fielding and Jeff Quiggle, to be 
as follows : 
Description Cost 
Graphics, logos, other images $2000 
HTl\1L Programming, Development of $2000 
Information Design 
Initial content $1000 
Total: $5000 
Estimated cost for yearly maintenance: 
Description Cost 
Website Programmer: 1 Ohr per week @ $7800 ($6800) 
$15hr for 52 weeks 
Total: $7800 ($6800) 
Conclusion 
We would greatly appreciate your assistance in this process. The projected effect 
this website will have on your departments is profound, because of this we are asking for 
your help to finalize this exciting project. The amount of money we are requesting is 
$5000. lfyou have any questions please feel free to contact Jared Fielding or Tiffany 
Barr. Thank you for your time and consideration. 
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Super SUB 
-A Students Meeting Place -
The main purpose of the programming phase of the Super SUB project was to identify essential program 
elements nncf issues or potential problems related to design, operations, and funding. Further discussion of 
issues and resolution of concerns will occur during the design phase of the project. 
Even though the concept of a "Super SUB" is only two years old, issues relevant to its creation have a 
longer history. 
In August of 1995 the Samuelson Union Strategic Planning Committee was established. This committee 
was asked to study the physical and functional capabilities of the existing Samuelson Union Building 
(SUB). Two major discoveries emerged. First, the existing structure and systems have major deficiencies 
and second, the facility has functional limitations that preclude the development of activities and services 
needed to satisfy the SUB's mission statement. These two facts coupled with an estimated renovation cost 
of over 15 million dollars essentially halted the SUB's expansion and renovation plans. 
During the same time period, Holmes Dining also surfaced as a problem. A roof failure in 1995 triggered 
the discovery of several code, equipment, and program inadequacies. The study proposed an estimated 
renovation cost of over 9 million dollars. Accordingly, plans to remodel Holmes Dining also were placed 
on hold. 
Last year, an ad hoc group established by Facilities Management and composed of students and staff posed 
the question; "Would combining the functions ofthe SUB and Holmes Dining offer any cost and program 
benefits?" In response, a study was initiated to answer two questions: 
• Is combining student union and campus dining functions feasible? 
• If so, where would the combined facility be located? 
\ 
Super SUB 
- A Gateway to Campus -
The results of this study indicated convincingly that combining the two projects was in the best interest of 
all parties. In addition to the cost benefits, it was evident that the concept would enhance user appeal and 
operational efficiencies. To complete the study, six sites were identified and evaluated for suitability based 
on technical merit. The technical evaluation reduced the options to three sites. These sites were then 
scored based on a list of performance criteria developed by the committee. Based on the general location 
preferences of committee members, a location centered in the area northeast of Black Hall. 
The results of the study were presented in a document entitled the "East Campus Planning Study." This 
document identifies major programming elements for the combined "Super SUB," project costs in the site 
selection and a schedule for projr:~t completion. 
In February of this year, following consideration of the merits ofthe East Campus Study, President Norton 
established a planning committee to develop a program that reasonably could be addressed within the 
confines of a $20 - $22 million budget. Specifically, the committee was asked to address program, site, 
schedule, and budget. 
In preparation for presenting its proposal to the president and the Board of Trustees, the committee and the 
program consultants: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Reviewed the findings of the East Campus Study; 
Affirmed that planning would proceed on the basis of the potential site; 
Surveyed students to confirm preferred program elements; 
Met with program directors or managers for the program components that might potentially be affected 
by a new facility; 
Invited two community members to participate in planning; and 
Held a "rendezvous" with the technical and support staff, representatives of campus life and student 
organizations, and the anchor tenants for the new facility (dining services and book store). 
The proposal anticipates two types of space and two kinds of funding streams for the proposed facility: that 
which is supported by auxiliary services and the student fee structure of the university and that which is 
supported by retail or revenue generating activities. The square footage and project cost associated with the 
revenue generating portion of the facility would be identified based on contractual arrangements with 
outside agencies established concurrently with facility design. Although there has been a great deal of 
consistency across several attempts to determine the program needs for such a facility, this project will be 
no diJferent than other similar projects in that the program will continue to be refined as the project moves 
forward. 
-~ 
BOT Action 
Based on the detail provided in the "Programming for the Super SUB" document, the committee 
recommends that the Board of Trustees approve the next phase in this process, to include: 
• Clarifying the availability of debt servicing capability for tl1e $21 ,000,000 benchmark. 
• Developing the terms of agreement and operating guidelines for the proposed facility. 
• Selecling and recommending to the president a consultant to develop all elements related to the site, 
the program analysis, public/private contractual arrangements, and all architectural and engineering 
services (RFQ, i11terviews and contracting). 
• Continuing to refine the program elements and their implications through additional surveys, 
conversations, and educational opportunities for the university community. 
• Confirming 
• Revenue generating potential for contracted services to organizations and agencies outside the 
university. 
• Program e:11.11ansion possibilities to include alunmi and university staff requests for shared and 
dedicated space. (Although these elements also are revenue generating, their mission is so fully 
integral to the purpose of the new facility -- the enhancement of the spirit of community on campus --
that the conunittee prefers to hold them separate from other revenue generating activities.) 
• Revenue streams for all proposed program expansions 
• Maintaining, to the degree possible, the current committee membership as a way to ensure continuity 
into the next phase of the project. 
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FROM: ? tomch, D rorK.n~l Services 
susmK Leroy w. Dubeck's "Analysis ofthe Financial Reports of Central Washington 
University" 
Per your request I have reviewed the report that Dr. Dubeck prepared concerning the Unrestricted 
Fund Balances of CWU. An updated analysis of the balances of each unrestricted fund as of June 
30, 1999 is attached. 
I would differ from Dr. Dubeck's assumption that all unrestricted fund balances can be used for 
faculty salary increases. 
CWU is an agency of state government and subject to principles of fund accounting which restrict 
the use of revenues in specific funds to the purposes for which state law created each fund. For 
example, the housing fund revenues can only be used for housing fund activities and indeed are 
pledged in a binding contract for the issuance of bonds for capital construction. 
Faculty salaries are paid from the state general fund and the tuition fund. The attached schedule 
shows a negative fund balance for the state general fund which represented the contingent 
liability for employee accrued leave balances as explained in the notes to the financial statements. 
The tuition fund had a balance of$4.6 million of which $2.2 million was committed budget carry 
forward. The remaining balance is the institutional reserve for unforeseen contingencies such as 
tuition revenue shortfalls, mid-year mandated budget cuts, clean up of volcanic ash, flood damage 
repair, emergency off-campus facility replacement, etc. This $2.4 million reserve is four percent 
of the $60 million annual state/tuition budget. 
If you need further elaboration of this issue, I am available for discussion. 
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Fund Number 
001 
145 
148 
149 
440 
448 
450 
460 
470 
522 
524 
525 
528 
573 
000 
I 
; 
CENTRAL WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY 
Unrestricted Fund Balances 
June 30, 1999 
Fund Title 
State General Fund 
Grants and Contracts 
Local Dedicated Revenue Fund 
Tuition Fund 
Central Stores Fund 
General Services Fund 
Work Force Fund 
Motor Pool Fund 
Scheduling Center Fund 
Student Activities and Facilities Fee Fund 
University Store Fund 
Chimp and Human Communication Institute 
Parking Fund 
Housing and Food Services 
CWU Foundation 
Balance 
(1 ,600,335) 
3,845 
7,972,753 
4,615,136 
1,027,366 
352,881 
676,852 
102,435 
5,490 
908,112 
1,267,435 
38,242 
245,779 
6,194,257 
1 101 ,245 
22,911,493 
) 
MEMO: 
To: Linda Beath, Chair, Faculty Senate 
Faculty Senate Executive Committee 
Faculty Senators 
From: Faculty Senate Academic Affairs Committee 
Susan Donahoe, Chair 
Date: May 2, 2000 
Re: Report on the Proposed Scheduling Format 
The Academic Affairs Committee of the Faculty Senate respectfully reports on the Proposed 
Scheduling Format. After hearing from the Provost and representatives from the west-side 
centers, ADCO, students, the Office of the Registrar, Deans, and committee 1·eports from each of 
our respective departments, the committee reached consensus to recommend to the Faculty 
Senate that CWU remain with our current class scheduling times for the present and not move to 
the new schedule format at this time. We may want to examine the issue again in the future. 
The committee is sensitive for the need for more research time and accommodating larger blocks 
of time, but seems to prefer the existing schedule. Departments with special needs have already 
worked out arrangements with Deans who are able to make exceptions. 
Rationale: 
The present system is preferred over the proposed change generally by at least a ratio of two to 
one. There is no compelling evidence that the change is needed. The existing system is viewed 
as working well with possible extensions for flexibility to accommodate the differences, such as 
adding some labs earlier in the day or scheduling some classes on Mondays and Wednesdays. 
Exceptions to the general scheduling format are now handled on a systematic basis by the 
departments with approval by respective Deans. Deans can continue to do a good job to provide 
flexibility on an individual case basis if there is reason that a class cannot fit into the regular 
schedule format. The consensus is that the present system is working well in most situations. 
Some discussion of some of the groups are included below: 
The student representative felt that this change in habits of learning from the scheduling at most 
high schools would create time management issues. Scheduling on the hour is clear and a 
convemence. The new proposal does not seem to solve any of the existing problems, but adds 
stresses. 
The Chair of Academic Department Chairs Organization (ADCO) shared nine pages of detailed 
comments from department chairs across campus. The responses vary from adamant rejection to 
willingness to try it out. The need for flexibility to accommodate variations in course content 
and teaching style are expressed throughout the comments 
... 
) 
The representative from the Registrar's office reported this type of change would be very 
difficult for scheduling of classes. There would still be gaps of time when classrooms would not 
be utilized for classes other than 5 credits. There were more problems in scheduling before 
Science Building and Black Hall were completed. 
The perspective from the west-side Centers' representative noted that this approach is more 
practical for the Centers' students than Ellensburg campus. Faculty like flexibility, not one style 
or methodology; they like some lecture, some discussion. There may be preferences at certain 
times, but the schedule format is okay the way it is and allows work arrangements for students. 
Commuters find the existing one okay. 
The School of Business and Economics' representative reported that college could not reach 
consensus and that 1t is a divisive issue. The rationale that faculty productivity would increase or 
that days of consultation could increase if not impacting classes is not necessarily true. The 
faculty now can work out requests with department chairs or Deans. He feels faculty prefer no 
change unless there is an extreme crunch and desires flexibility for interdisciplinary 
arrangements. 
Changes in scheduling elicit discussion of other changes such as changing to the semester 
system. Changes may need to be review again in the near future. However, we feel that the need 
does not exist at this present time. 
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